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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

V o lu m e

C ollegeville, P a .,

2 2 .

felt at any point in the earth.
From his residence in the Isle of
P ractisin g P h y sician ,
C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder, Wight, Professor Milne was last
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
TRA PPE, PA.
year able to take records of two of
opposite Masonic Hall.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed. the most destructive earthquakes in
jyj- Y. WEBER, M.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.
Japan, and in one case to predict
that the occurence of an earth
P ractisin g P h y sician ,
J O H N M. LATSHAW,
quake at a certain time in Japan
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. ra.; 7 to 9 p. m.
would be reported, the only inac
—TEA CHER OF—
curacy
in bis prediction proving to
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
j g A. KRI SEN, M. D.,
be an error of one minute in time.
TRAPPE, PA.
Also Practical Organ Tuner, having had an The earthquakes now recorded in
H o m eopathic P h y sician ,
experience of 20 years.
29au.
Japan, which is pre-eminently the
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. 'Office H ours: U ntil 9
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.
land such phenomena, now exceed
1,000 a year. Seismology is being
J P. LATSHAW,
g B. HORNING, 91. D.,
taken up in that county with great
P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r eagerness, making it certain that
P ractisin g P h y sician ,
C
O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Estimates furnished earthquake study throughout the
EVANSBURG;, Pa.
Telephone in office.
and contracts taken.
Office Hours .until 9 a. m.
world will be revolutionized very
soon,
and Japanese have already
j ^R. B. F* PLACE,
profited by the work done to the
D entist,
extent of entirely altering the
character of their buildings, and
311 DkKALB ST., NORRISTOW N, PA.
thus greatly reducing the loss from
Rooms 6 and 7, 2nd Floor. Full sets of teeth,
$5 to $10. Teeth extracted by new process or gas.
earthquakes. A committee of the
British Association for the Ad vanceQ lieapest D en tistin Norristown*
Makes you seem “ all broken op,” with* ment of Science is seeking co
oat life, ambition, energy or appetite. operation in an effort to extend and
N. S. Bomeman, D. D. S.,
It is often the forerunner of serions ill
209 S wjsde S t r e e t , (1st house
of
ness, or the accompaniment of nervous systematize the observation
below Main Street, NORRISTOW N, PA.
troubles. It is a positive proof of thin, earth movements.
P

W. ROVER, H.

J

W. WALTERS,

That

Tired Feeling

(Formerly of Boyertown.)
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
painless extraction of teeth. Beautiful Artificial
Teeth inserted. English and German spoken.

It. FRANK BRANDRETH,

D

(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)

D ENTIST,
R O 7E R SF0R D , PA. Practical Dentistry a t
honest prices.

G* HOBSON,

weak, impure blood; for, if the blood is
rich, red, vitalized and vigorous, it im
parts life and energy to every nerve,
organ and tissue of the body. The
necessity of taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
for that tired feeling is therefore apparent
to every one, and the good it w ill do yon
la equally beyond question. Remember

Hood’s
S a r s a p a rilla

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
NORRISTOWN a n d CO LLEG EV ILLE.
All legal business attended to promptly. Firstclass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. A t home, Collegeville, every evening.

jgDWARD E* LONG,

Is the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
Ti

__ i , „ «-»•««

cure liver ills, easy to take,

f l o o d S IrlllS easy to operate. 25cents,

Scientific Miscellany.

Nansen’s expedition places scurvy,
the much dreaded disease of ex
plorers and military expeditions, in
a new light. Doctor Torup, of
Christiania, bad reached the con
clusion that scurvy must arise from
poisoning, due to the development
in badly preserved meat and fish of
matter allied to the so-called
ptomaines. This view led to care
ful selection of the food in Nansen’s
equipment. The results have con
firmed Dr. Torup's theory, showing
that scurvy can be easily avoided,
and lead to the hope that a more
complete investigation will be made.

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
and N o tary P u b l ic . Settlem ent o f E states a
Specialty.
Of f ic e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp.Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, N O RRIS
TOWN, PA.

jyjAYNE R. LONGSTRFTH,

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
And Notary Public. ::: Land Title and Trust
Company Building, 608 Chestnut Sfc„
Phila. Pa.
Telephone Office No. 4082. House,Np. Mg8.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

TTARYEY L. SIfOHO,

A ttorney a t L aw ,
ROYERSFORD, PA. All business entrusted
to my care promptly attended to.
4-11
JO H N T . W A GNER.

— :—

I . C . W I L L IA M S .

WAGNER A WILLIAMS,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Lav,
8 E. AIRY STREET. NORRISTOW N, PA.
Conveyancing and Real Estate. Properties
bought, sold, and exchanged. Rents collected.
Money to lend on good security. All legal busi
ness attended to with promptness and accuracy.
Mr. Wagner can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge ; Mr. Williams a t Port Providence.
Philadelphia Office, 420 W alnut St., Room 36.
Consultations in English or German.
4-16

J

M. ZIMMERMAN,

Justice of th e P e a c e ,
^OLLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real E state busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
sales a specialty.

JOHN S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of th e P e a c e ,
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
tended to. Charges reasonable,

E

d w a r d d a v id ,

Painter and

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 4®* Samples of paper
always on hand.
ook, read

L

And go and examine, and be convinced
that you can buy as good Roofing Slate, black
and unfading, as are made in Pennsylvania, at
the low price of $3.60 per square.
Estimates cheerfully given. Call on or ad
dress,
L. B. WISMER, Collegeville, Pa.

J

P.KOONS,

A GRECIAN PARADOX— A

NEW LIGHT

METAL— PROGRESS IN SEISMOLOGY—
THE CAUSE OF SCURVY — THE YEL
LOW FEVER

MICROBE —

TEM PERA

TURE OF THE SUN— EFFECT OF

IN 

CANDESCENT G A SLIG H T — ARGON IN
SUBTERRANEAN OASES.

A marvel of geology that has re
mained strangely unknown is pos
sessed by Greece at Argostoli, in
the island of Gephalonia. At this
point four currents of water set in
from the sea and sink into the lime
stone of the cliffs, giving an
anomalous water power that in the
middle of the century was used for
driving two grist mills. The fall
from sea-level to the surface of the
discharge pits is three to five feet.
Allowing a flow of 2000 cubic feet
per minute to be necessary to drive
the mills, Professors F. W. and W.
O. Crosby find that the annual con
sumption of water must have been
2,000,000,000 cubic feet, which
would fill a chamber about five miles
long, 1000 feet wide and 75 feet
deep. As the flow seems to have
been uninterrupted and fairly uni.
form for a century, perhaps for
many centuries, it cannot be as
sumed that the water is simply fill
ing a fissure. Other theories—such
as evaporation in the porous rock
or on encountering volcanic fires—
are also unsatisfactory, and Profs.
Crosby have reached the new con
clusion that the water returns to
the surface after being heated, the
diflerenee in density between the
cold water entering the underground
channel and the warm water emerg
ino being sufficient to account for a
difference in height that would en
able the warm column to empty into
the sea while the cold column is
depressed below sea-level. ■

P ractical S la te r.
KAHN STATION PA. Dealer In every qualRoofing, Flagging, and Ornamental
Slates. Send for estimates and prices.

J^ANIEL SHULER,

C ontractor a n d B uilder,
KA. Contracts for the construction
©t ail kinds of buildings executed. Estimates
cheerfully furnished.
23ma.

A

J. TRUCKSESS,
•

— TEACHER OP—

VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.,Organs tuned
and repaired.
J4aply

pASSENGERS

And B aggage
Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station.
Charges reasonable.
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.

JO H N H. CASSELBERRY,

A new silver-colored alloy of
aluminum, having remarkable light
ness, strength and beauty, has been
discovered by some Birmingham
metallurgists. Its specific gravity
is 2.78, or about a third of that of
steel, and tests at the Mason Science
College show it to be much stronger
than any other light metal, while it
is non-corrosive and takes an ex
quisite polish that never tarnishes.
¿■Vestadium” is its name.
The most notorious starting
points of “plague” epidemics are
said to he Mecca in Arabia, Hurdwar in India, and Niji Navgorod in
Russia. The discontinuance , of
piigriw&ge to these centers would
be a great sanitary reform,

Surveyor & C o n v ey an cer.
Earthquake science, which at
tracts little attention in the United
States, has made great strides
during the last few years. Prof.
C1UNDAY PAPERS.
different Philadelphia paper«
John Milne observes that only
to those wishing to purchase in Colie
lrappe every Sunday morning.
very recently an earthquake was
HENRY YOST, News Agei
Colleg<
looked upon as a transient phe
nomenon lasting a few seconds, or
m
J. THOMPSON,
at most two or three minutes,
while now, by the aid of the
—: PROPRIETOR OF
seismograph, it is possible to dis
Collegeville Meat S to re ! cover and record all the tremors
Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork; and Dried Meats
always on hand.
preliminary to and following an
Patrons serveu from wagon every Tuesday, earthquake. Severe shocks may be
Tburadsy and Saturday.
*
*
i n i 1! ? 11? of le£al papers drawn. The clerka 8Pecialty. Charges reasonable,
5* '-*• Address; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa
18oc.

Not often does such good fortune
befall a scientific student of thirtyfive as is likely to be enjoyed by
Dr. Giuseppi Sanarelli, on Italian
physicians. His researches have
not only brought to view the germ
of yellow fever, “the strangest of
all the microbes known,” but experi
ments on more than 2000 animals—
including rabbits, goats, sheep,
monkeys and borses-s-bave assured
him of the success of bis serum
treatment of the disease. The
remedy, if really efficacious,entitles
the discoverer to a prize of $150,000
from the Brazilian Government.
Estimates of the sun’s tempera
ture have Fanged f|'pm }8,000,000°
down to 3000° Fahr. At the Mos
cow Observatory, Prof. Ceraski has
repeated the old experiment of
measuring the heat of direct sun
light at the focus of a mirror, the
mirror in this case being very ac
curately made ai)(j having a fecal
length of about 39 inches. The re
sult was 3500° C (6300° Fahr.)
showing only that the solar tem
perature is greater than this. A
measurement of the heat reflected
from an arc lamp was then made,
the temperature in the focus of the
mirror proving to be qply Jfl0° to
105° C., although the arc itself was
known to bave a temperature of
very nearly 3500°. From this it is
agreed that the temperature of the
sun must be very much more than
3500° while it is believed that this
method may lead to an accurate
estimate.
Artificial light, in the opinion of
Prof. Vivian B. Lewes, should bo
essentially different from sunlight.
It is natural for the optic nerve
fatigued by daylight to be relieved
by twilight and darkness, but the
use of the eyes can be safely con
tinued for some hours longer if an
artificial light that is soft and as
free as possible from actinic rays be
employed. The greenish.blue light
of the gas mantles in most common
use may prove injurious to the eye
sight in the course of time. A
pharmaceutical writer adds that the
light of acetylene—not yet a safe
or economical illuminant_is re?
markably free from actinic rays, as
is also the light from paraffin.
The source of argon Is as yet a
mystery. It has been foqnd with
helium iu mineral waters, and a
French chemist, M. Schloesing, Jr.,
now reports its existence in fire
damp and in the gas evolved in the
mines Pf Rochabclla. It is sug
gested that stores of the pew ele
ment may exist in the earth’s interior, and that regular determina
tions of argon in escaping gases
pjay yield interesting facts.
Hoar-frost has been found by
two Belgian scientists to be par
ticularly rich iu nitrogenous matter.
It must therefore play an important
part in fertilizing the forests and in
purifying the air.
Babies in cats is more common

|j||

DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT

T lm rs d a y ,

than is generally known, one in
twenty of all cases treated at the
Pasteur Institute in Paris being due
to the bites of rabid cats.

A LAZY LOYER.

M a rc h

18, lööT '.

hum of nature, fer to do him credit
he loved nature. Ef it was cold,
he set be the fireplace a-baking his
shins. Once in awhile Nance’d
fergit to leave him wood when she
went out fer a spell. Does he cut
some ? Not him. He jest goes to
the nearest possible fence rail,
kerreys it inter the house, sticks
one end inter the fire and keeps
a-pushing it in as it burns off.
“Now it happened thet when he
hed ben living this way tell his
forty-fifth year ole Andy Crimmel
tuk the place about a mile beyant
his. One nice afternoon, as Absalom
set a-dozing on his front porch,
Andy’s (loiter, Annie Mary MajH. T. S. P. W. Crimmel, come trip
ping down the road on her way to
the store, looking as pretty as a
picture in her red sunbonnet, swing
ing a basket an singing a melancholy
piece. Absalom woke with a start
as she stepped outer the woods
above the house, an be got a sight
of her pink cheeks afore she ducked
under her bonnet, fer when she
seen him she sudden stopped singin’an’ walking by,a-looking over the
walley. Thet one glance done
Absalom Bunkel. He staid awake
tell she come back.
“Thet nigbt he didn’t eat no
supper.”
“ ‘Nance,’ sez he to bis sister.
‘How fur is it to Crimmels ?’
“ ‘Nigh onter a mile,’ sez she.
“An’ he just groaned, drawed his
boots, tuk a candle an went up to
bed.
“Twicet a week all tbet summer
Annie May Crimmel come a-singing
down the road. An’Absalom, dozing
on the porch, would hear her voice
tell she’d reach the edge of the
woods. There she’d stop her song
an go plodding by, gazing over the
walley, like he wasn’t about or
wasn’t wuth looking at. Absalom
kept gitting fatter an fatter from
doing nothing, a» it seemed to him
like Annie May Crimmel was
prettier every time she went to
store. He was onrastless ; he was
onhappy. He know’d what was
wrong, an he seen no cure, fer to
him thet girl walking along the
road not twenty rods from bis
bouse w^s like a chunk pf bread
dangling jest beyant tbe reach of a
starving man.
“Perhaps you uns wonder why he
didn’t go down an speak to her.
Thet wasn’t Absalom’s way. He
might ’a’ walked tbet fur to git
warm. But to speak to a girl ?
Never I Qnoet be called to her, but
she was bashful an hung her head
an walked on the faster.
“ ‘Nance,’ sez he to his sister thet
night at supper, ‘I ’ve kinder a
notion fer Annie Mary May H. T.
S. P. W. Cfiipmel,’ he sea.
**‘Hev you 1” sez she looking
surprised, though of course she
know’d it, an fer weeks hed ben
a-wondering what would become of
her.
“ ‘An’ perhaps,’ sez he, ‘you
wouldn’t mind stepping over there
to-morrer an telling her.’
“ ‘Rmph J’ she seg, perking up
her nose. ‘You’ll see me a-gadding
round the walley setting up with
girls fer you 1’
“He set thinking a piece. Then
he sez trem’lous like, ‘Nance, how
far is it to Crimmels ?’
“ ‘A mile to an inch,’ sea she,

“Mighty souls!” the patriarch
cried, flattening his nose against
the grimy window pane and peering
out into the storm. “Jest look at
it a-coming down ! Hed I ’a’ know’d
we was a-going to bev it like this,
you’d ’a’ seen me a-leaving home—
you’d :a’ seen me a-leaving home.”
The old man thoughtfully stroked
his bushy beard. He felt that be
had met but just retribution for
coming to the store to loaf. When,
an hour before, he had awakened
from a doze in his chair, picked up
his stout stick and hobbled to the
village, the sky was clear and blue.
Not a cloud was visible anywhere,
and the sun was blazing down on
the fields of yellow grain that he
overlooked from the porch of his
little house on the hill. But the
storm, as storms do in that moun
tainous part of Pennsylvania, was
gathering its force unseen behind
the neighboring mountains, piling
black cloud on black cloud, and
then, like an army ebargiug on a
sleeping enemy, it swept forth from
its hiding place amid the flash of
lightning and the crash of thunder
and deluged the valley.
“ My, oh, my 1” muttered the old
man. “It serves me right. I ought
to ’a’ know’d better.
Whenever I
runs down here for a minute’s loaf,
it rains. Never a team comes along
to give me a lift home, and I hez to
paddle back in me leaky ole boots.”
He hobbled to his chair by the
empty stove, about which were
gathered the men of the village,
despite the fact that no fire blazed
witbip and cold weather was far
ahead.
“I hope the company hain’t dis
pleasing,” snapped the chronic
loafer. He knocked, the ashes out
of his pipe, refilled and lighted it
and sprawled out upon the counter,
pillowing his back against a pile of
paljcoes.
“Not at all, at all. I t ’s the lpafing
I hate. I . never could loaf,” said
the old man, glancing at the
prostrate form.
The chronic loafer made no reply
save a faint “ Huh 1”
“Jest because a felly sets around
the stove bain’t no sign he’s lazy,”
said the miller warmly.
“ Fur be it from me from saying
so, boys, fur be it,” said the
prtriarch, stroking his beard. “But,
as I was saying awhile ago, I don’t
want to git inter no sech habits as
Absalom Bunkel.”
“ Absalom Bunkel
j3unkel —
Bunkel ?” repeated the shoemaker,
punctuating his remarks with puffs
of tobacco smoke.
“ Bunkel—Bunkel—Bunkel I” said
the storekeeper inquiringly, tapping
the end of his nose with his
pencil.
it Who the beck’s Absalom Dunkel ?” the loafer cried.
“ Absalom Bunkel was a man as
was naturally so lazy it was a credit
to him every time he moved,” the
patriarch began : “You ’uns knows
the ole lawg house thet stands
where Big run crosses the road over
(bp mountains. I t’s all tumbled
“ H e j e s t g iy e a g ro a n e d a n ’ w e n t
down now. They ain’t no daubin o f f t o b e d a g ’i n . ”
atween the lawgs. The cbimbley’s
“They say thet next day toward
fallen ; the fence hez gone, an the evening Absalom was seen to rise
lot’s choked up with weeds. I t ’s a from his chair, to hesitate, to set
forlorn place, but when I was a lad down, git up ag’in and begin mov
it was jest about the slickest thing ing toward tbe road. He got to
along the ridge yander. That’s tjhe gate, pushed) it half open an
where Absalom Bunkel lived an his leaned pn it. Tell sunset be stood
pap lived before him. Absalom’s there, a-gazing wistfullike toward
pap was a stingy man—so stingy Crimmel’s place. Then he give a
he’d squeeze a cent till the Injun groaned an went to supper.
yelled. Consequent, when he died,
“ Winter drove the laay felly into
be left Absalqtp a fortune pf $100. the bouse. All day long he’d stay
It was a fortunate thing fer the son, by the windy watching fer Annie
fer he’d much ruther ’a’ set on the May Crimmel, an’ as she passed he’d
porch a-listeniug to the birds an’ soft-like. When she was gone, he’d
Watching the bees bummjng over look solemn ag’in. An’ all the time
the sunflowers, with thp pangs . of he kept gitting fatter and fatter an’
hunger a-gnawing through bis in more onrastless.
sides, than to ’a’ worked.
“The winter broke. March come
“Now, Absalom was afore my and went.« April 1 was a fine, warm
{.ime, but J beard all about him from day, so Absalom took his cheer out
my pap, an what my pap said was on thp porch an set there looking
alius true—true as gawspel, it was. down the ridge into the walley,
When ole man Bunkel died, Absalom where the men was a-plowing for
was thirty-five years old. He didn’t oats. All at oncet he beard a creak
go off spending his fortune. Not ing of wheels an a rattle of gears
much. He jest set right down on a thet caused him to turn his eyes up
rocking chair on the front porch an’ the road. Outer the woods come a
let his sister Nancy tend the house. wagon, piled high with furniture.
Nance milked the cow, Nance made I t was a flitting, the Crimmels’
the garden, Nance done the house flitting, as he know’d when he seen
work and come to store. . He done Andy a-driving and the missus an’
nothing—absolute nothing.
Annie May setting on the horses.
•‘Re was nevpr outer bed afore Bunkel was stunned—«cleaned stun
sun up. Ef it was qrarip, he’d set. ned. The flitting went on creaking
on the leetle porch all day, looking past the house, him jest setting
over the walley, watching the folks there staring. He know’d what it
going by an’ the birds a-swoopiug meant to hit#. He know’d it was
along the fields or through the fer him the same as the death of
trees, listening to the bees a-buzzin’ Annie May, but he couldn’t do
around the garden, to the dreamy I nothing. The wagon swung round

the bend below the house and was
outer sight.
“ When he seen the last of the red
bonnet flashing in tbe sun, he
throwed his hands to his bead like
they was a pain there. Sudden he
jumped from his chair an run toward
the road yelling : “Hey, hey I
Annie May I’
“ He tore through the gate, down
the road an’ round the bend. They
was in sight agin.
“ ‘Annie May !’ he called. ‘Annie
May 1’
“ The wagon stopped. The girl
rlimbed otfen the horse an run
toward him. When he seen her
coming, he set right down to wait
fer her. She stood still.
“ ‘Annie Maj’,’ he called, ‘come
here. I ’ve something to tell you.’
“ But she turned round an walked,
with hanging head, back to tbe
wagon. He jumped up an begin
running after her ag’in. She heard
his calling, an tbrowed out her
hands an started toward him, cry
ing, ‘Absalom, Absalom 1’
“But Absalom Bunkel never spoke
bis mind to Annie May Crimmel.
Afore he reached her he stopped
sudden, kinder hesitated, then fell
forward, face downward, inter the
road. The girl went to him, but
found bim dead—dead from over
exerting.—New York Sun.
REPLIES TO THE GALLERY.

Political orators on public plat
forms ara exposed to interruption
from tbeir audiences, and their suc
cess sometimes depends upon the
coolness and readiness with which
they parry unexpected thrusts.
Among English statesmen, Mr.
Chamberlain has a remarkable
facility (or silepcing opponents who
open fire upon him from the gal
leries. One of bis qnickest and
best retorts was made when the
Home Buie agitation was at its
height, and he was charged with
treachery to his party in deserting
Mr. Gladstone.
He was speaking one night at
Birmingham before an audience
which showed many signs of resent
ment and unfriendliness. When he
was in the middle of one of. his
sentences he wus interrupted with a
shrill, sharply accentuated ontcry :
“Judas I Judas I Judas I”
Mr. Chamberlain did not pause to
finish his sentence. He smiled,
glanced up at tbe galleries, and re
plied without an instant’s hesitation:
“Not Judas : but Joseph betrayed
by his brethren I” The aptness of
the reply and the quickness with
which the point was turned de
lighted the audience. There was an
enthusiastic outburst of applause,
and he was not again disturbed
during tbe course of bis speech.
Lord Palmerston bad equal talent
for disconcerting his critics when
they sought to eutrap him. When
be was once addressing an audience
at Tiverton he was interrupted by a
loud-voiced opponent, who demand
ed, with intense earnestness ;
“ Will tpy lord give a plain answer
to a plain question ?”
“Certaiqly, with great pleasure,”
was the courteous reply.
“Will my lord tell us whether he
will or will not vote for a radical
reform measure ?”
The audience smiled. There was
a popular agitation in fevor of a
new reform bill, and Lord Palmers
ton had shown a disposition to
evade the issue, and not to' commit
himself on one side or the other.
His reply came without a traoe of
embarrassment, but slowly, one
word at a time s
“I will—”
The Liberals began to cheer
wildly. ■
“Not—” was the next word, and
the Conservatives took up the ap
plause with a counter-cheer.
“Tell you,” concluded the orator,
with an innocent smile on his face.
T.,en every one laughed, and there
was hearty cheering over the wily
old statesman’s ingenuity in secur
ing recognition and applause from
each party, and in the end saying
nothing.
Roswell G. Horr was making a
strong protection speech in Provi
dence, Rhode Island, one night,
when there was a hoarse C r y from a
free-trader in the gallery :
“ Where does the word come
from ?”
“Out West, where I was brought
up,” replied Mr, Horr, “ we get it
mostly by shearing the sheep's
hack.”
The audience laughed for nearly
three minutes, and the orator bad
no further attack from that quarter,
Abraham Lincoln had a genius for
dealing with objectors who at
tempted to put “posers” to him.
“It reminds me of a story,” he
would say, and then would, follow
some homely and quaint way of
turning the laugh upon his oppo
nent. At such times sarcasms in-
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crease discontent, while good humor makes but little dust, and is prefer
commands general approval.
able to carpet for most bedrooms.
If one has access to a furniture
WHAT THE MOTHERS’ CONfactory, a bedstead can be bought
.
OR ESS MEANS.
in whitewood — that is, without
paint, varnish or other finish. It
can be painted with white, pink or
RACHEL F . A VERY, PH ILA D ELPH IA .
blue enamel, and striped with gilt
or silver powder, put on with size.
Fully a year ago some earnest
A good wire spring is indispensable.
woman of Washington,
chief
The flimsy, cheap affairs that are
among them Mrs. Theodore Birney
and Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, began sometimes sold are not worth hav
ing either for comfort or durability.
to plan a National Congress of
If a cheap spring and at tbe same
Mothers to be held at the Nation’s
time
a comfortable and laating one
Capitol early in 1897. February
is desired, it can be made by
seventeenth to nineteenth inclusive,
this Congress held its sessions at purchasing four dozen ordinary
tended by such crowds that the springs, such as are used for furni
very first meeting made a larger ture seats—what are called box
hall imperative and the great church beds. Make a frame with cross
to which it moved, seating fully pieces like bed slats placed close
thirteen hundred persons, was filled together, and upon these fasten the
to overflowing ; women stood three springs so close together that they
hours at a stretch to hear addresses will lower and raise under pressure
(having to go early to get even without touching. When securely
standing room and nearly an hour placed and nailed down with the U
before the opening to secure a seat) shaped tacks made for such pur
or perched upon the high window poses, attack a strong twine to the
sills, on tbe railings and in the middle of each spring, carrying it
to the next and tying it firmly.
organ gallery.
Of the twenty-seven addresses Interlace the strings, running them
delivered to the Congress (not crosswise and diagonally, but be
counting the numerous Conferences careful that they are not so placed
which were, in some cases, even that they rub one upon another, as
more valuable than the other ses this would soon wear them out.
sions), thirteen can easily be classi The middles secured, tops of the
fied as being directly intended to springs must next be tied in the
help toward the training of mothers. same manner, cross lacing them and
Perhaps a general expectation might tyiDg them fast, then passing the
be that they would discuss tbe strings down at tbe outer edges and
virtues and failings of the children, tacking them to the wooden frame.
but it was rather the virtues and When this is finished, it makes a
the lacks of mothers that were on most excellent spring, and one that
trial, and right glad am I that can be used by covering with
burlaps and then a padding of cot
things took this turn.
ton, husks or hair, with a ticking
Six addresses were pleas for the brought over all and tacked to the
interest of mothers in the world’s frame, or a mattress can be used as
children, for a broader conception on any other spring.
of the meaning of Motherhood ;
Feather pillows are preferred by
the remaining eight might be classi most people, but those made of hair
fied under historical and devotional, or fiber are very well liked.
together with the address of wel
As to bedding, blankets are
come by the President and the elo popular, and much stress is laid
quent response by Mary Lowe upon their sanitary value. But
Dickinson, President of the National housekeepers who have had long
Council of Women.
experience entertain a very high re
Tbe aim of the originators of the gard for the old-fashioned comfort
Congress is to interest all mothers able of cretonne, eheesecloth or
in the betterment of their present calico filled with fine soft cotton.
methods of training their children They are warmer than blankets and
and to suggest to all women the very much less expensive. White
need of some method of training counterpanes make work, but pay
toward the duties of motherhood- in general effect. — New York
In carrying oat this idea, they wish Ledger.
to enlist the women already organ
MARK TWAIN.
ized for any good purpose, but they
also desire to preserve the personal
element and to make all women feel H E NARROWLY ESCAPED BEING FIRED
that they are personally invited to
BECAUSE H IS FUNNY STUFF
these annual Congresses.
WAS AWFUL.
The words “ woman suffrage” were
only once (to my knowledge) spoken
It is a Denver newspaper tradi
aloud at tbe meetings, but, though
that key note was struck there, this tion that the funniest hit of journ
new movement to interest women alistic work ever done by Mark
in their higher dnties cannot fail Twain was strangled by a too
to ultimate in bringing them to a friendly proof-reader. Mark was
realization that, where the mother- given an assignment to write up the
heart wishes to make itself felt in opening of a saloon—quite a note
law, it needs the ballot in the worthy event in those days in tbe
mother-hand to bring that about. Colorado town. He thought it
In many directions already these would be funny to make his ac
mothers, just beginning to under count of the festivities bear silent
stand that the world is made up of witness to the potency of the free
homes and that to be a good world refreshments dispensed. The arti
it must be a good representative of cle began soberly enough, but soon
tbe best in the home, have begun to the diction became misty, then the
ask for legislation ; very soon they spelling grew confused, and finally
will find that something more than the whole thing degenerated into a
the asking is necessary—the right maudlin, incoherent eulogy of the
to a voice in selecting the men who saloon-keeper.
It was funny. Mark read it over
make and execute the laws under
and
laughed until he cried. But
which they live.
the next morning when he eagerly
scanned the paper be could not find
MANAGEMENT OF SLEEPING
his work. In an obscure corner be
ROOMS.
saw a two-line item stating that
“the
Alcazar saloon was opened
If we are to occupy one third of
with
appropriate festivities last
our time in sleep or rest in our
night.”
That was all.
beds, it certainly must be a matter
He
rushed
down to the office and
of some importance just what con
ditions surround us and what sort inquired about his article. The
of air we breathe. People of limited managing editor knew nothing
means are very likely to cut down about it. The city editor couldn’t
in tbe cost of tbeir bedding and tell what had become of it. The
bedroom furniture, thinking that it foreman said he hadn’t seen it.
As Mark was snorting about the
will make but little difference any
“outrage”
and was running about
way and that the money can be put
the
office
trying
to get track of the
to much better use elsewhere.
missing
copy
a
proof-reader slyly
This is a common error. I t does
nudged
him
and
said,confidentially
:
make a great difference whether or
“You
owe
me
a
cigar.”
not one has restful and refreshing
“How is that ?” inquired the
sleep. Good nights made good
days, and no one can have a clear humorist.
“I ’ve earned it,” was the reply.
head, sound digestion and fine
“I
saved your job for you last night.
health and spirits who is given to
May
be you don’t know how the
sleepless, uneasy, uncomfortable
old
man
here feels about such
nigbts, and awakens weary, unrested
things,
but
he won’t have it if he
and irritable.
finds
it
out.
He’s fired three men
It is an easy and inexpensive
since I ’ve been here—just that way.”
matter to furnish a bedroom if one
“Just what way ?”
goes about it in the right away.
“ Why, just as you were last night,
The covering to the floor is an item you know. Your stuff wouldn’t do
of importance. Many housekeepers at a l l; it was simply awful. I knew
disapprove of oarpets and matting, if the old man saw it you were gone,
so I fixed it up myself.”— Chicago
and have the floors painted, stained Times-Herald.
or oiled, and use rugs at the bed
Many plants close their petals
sides. This is sanitary, but to most
persons of sensitive temperament during rain or at the approach of
oheerless. Besides there is always nigbt. Some never reopen, while
others expand on the following
more or less noise in walking across morning or after tbe shower has
a bare floor, and this at night is far passed and remain in bloom for
from agreeable. A good matting I several days.

T he Fifty-lifth Congress con sious were issued to them by Mr. seventeen hours every day ; that is
Europe finds herself in the posi
vened Monday at Washington in Cleveland. President McKinley can why his faculties are still unim
-3 ^ U S E
tion
of the cowardly bully invited
extraordinary session in obedience sign these commissions, but the paired in spite of his great age.
pressure which members of his own The proper way to economize life to fight by the little man be was
to the proclamation of the Presi party
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
will bring to bear for these is to sleep every moment that is trying to bulldoze. — Harrisburg
dent. Thomas B. Reed, the dis very places make his doing so very not
necessary or desirable that you Patriot.
COLLEGEYILLE, MONTGOMERY 00., PA. tinguished politician and statesman doumfifi. The trouble with most should be awake.”
Thus far not one bill has reached
of Maine, was chosen Speaker of these gentlemen was their failure
C u res C olds, C oughs, C roup, &c,
the
Governor notwithstanding the
to
get
their
bonds,
prepared
in
time.
OPINIONS»
EDITORIAL,.
with but trifling opposition within
Legislature
has
been
in
session
President McKinley has played it
SURE CORN CURE,
10 CENTS PER BOTTEE.
Lives there a man with imagina
Republicau lines. The first busi smart
on the Senators and Repre tion so vivid that he can place his over two months__Harrisburg Call.
Toilet Lotion, Cures Chapped Hands, &c., superior article to use after shav'ng.
ness of the House was to listen to sentatives on the office question, if
hand on his heart and say that one
T h u rsd a y , M arch 18, 1897, the reading of President McKin some of them have given it out year ago he forasaw Marcus A.
HOW TO FIND OUT.
—
SOLID A T —
--Y*
Fill a bottle or common glass with urine
ley’s message which presented the straight. He "intends making the Hanna in the Senate ?—Cleveland
and let it stand twenty-four hours ; a sedi
Senators and Representatives take Plain-Dealer.
necessity
of
takingsteps
to
increase
ment or settling indicates a diseased condi
I f the disposition to increase
the responsibility of deciding upon
of the kidneys. When urine stains
the needs of Montgomery county is the national revenue. Then came the men from their States who shall
The sale of a “ blooded hog” for tion
linen it is positive evidence of kidney trouble.
the
introduction
of
the
Dingley
Too
frequent
desire to urinate or pain in the
$4.000
is
reported
from
Iowa.
Some
receive whatever office may be
catered to sufficiently for a season,
back, is also convincing proof that the kid
of
the
politicians
will
welcome
this
Tariff
Bill,
which
was
received
with
allotted
to
that
State,
and
has
said
sundry disciples of Blackstone majneys and bladder are out of order.
that when he gets ready to consider news as an indication of their grow
WHAT TO DO.
be easily encouraged to arise from considerable applause. This measure general
There is comfort in the knowledge so often
appointments, which will ing value— Chicago Tribune.
in
some
respects
is
even
more
pro
expressed,
that
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root,
their hair mattresses some blizzardy
not be for several months, he will
The question, “ What shall we do the great kidney remedy fulfills every wish
tective
and
prohibitory
in
characier
morning and demand a new court
appoint nobody who does not secure with our ex-Presidents ?” need in relieving pain in the back, kidneys, liver,
Fully nine-tenths of those who wear Glasses have different vision in each eye. 8omebladder, and every part of the urinary pass
tirnes it is a decided difference ; in others only a slight variation. A careless examination
bouse with a cloud-piercing tower. than the McKinley tariff law which the endorsement of all his party in worry' us no longer. Our ex-Presi ages.
corrects inability to hold urine and
u fa*V° bl'iP£ ?ut thls defect. The same lenses will be adjusted to both eyes—and head
the Congressional delegation from dents have settled it themselves. scaldingItpain
antedated the Wilson law.
And then ?
in passing it, or bad effects
ache and eye strains that medicine fails to relieve are the results.
his
State.
Major
McKinly
is
re
following
use
of
liquor,
wine
or
beer,
and
They are devoting all their leisure
The President’s message to Con
ported to have told a close personal to the noble business of rearing overcomes that unpleasant necessity of be
W e T est E a c h E y e S ep a ra tely ,
M ontgomery, county is hardly in gress reictes the existing deficiency friend who is an applicant for a wives for future Presidents.—Cleve ing compelled to get up many times during
the night to urinate. The mild and the ex
need of an additional Judge— in revenue and encourages increased diplomatic position that he would land Leader.
traordinary effect of Swamp Root is soon
sizes0to*fit^every"defee ^of'visionf' aSSe8 to 8ult both e>'ee' We make passes all shapes and
realized. It stands the highest for its won
Orphans’ court, or other Judge. duties upon imports with a view of not consider his application unless
O
The end of the Cameron regime derful cures of the most distressing cases.
he
secured
the
endorsement
of
his
increasing
the
national
income.
If
you
need
a
medicine
you
should
have
the
Hardly. Are there any substantial
in Pennsylvania leaves the whole best. Sold by druggists ; price fifty cents
J . D.
O p tician ,
It is evident that Congress is in Congressional delegation, because great Commonwealth entirely free and
Our furniture sales so far
reasons why there exists such a
one dollar. For a sample bottle and
of
this
rule,
although
he
knows
the
a
frame
of
mind
that
is
not
incom
pamphlet,
both
sent
free
by
mail,
mention
from
Quay
to
hustle
in.—Provi
need ?
man much better than the Senators
this paper and send your full post office'ad have exceeded our fondest hopes. 16 E. Main Street,
:
:
Norristown, Pa.
If there are, we have not heard patible with the wishes of the Presi and Representatives from his State dence Journal.
dress to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghampton, N.
Our
stock
room
will
need
a
fill
dent, and that a reign of “protec do.
The smaller the new Capitol com Y. The proprietor of this paper guarantees
them stated as yet.
mission
the better, provided its the genuineness of this offer.
tion”
is
to
be
re-established,
if
pos
ing up if the selling keeps go
So far as we are informed Judges
membership
be trustworthy. _Foiuts
In
the
K
aiser
Case.
sible.
Such
a
course
will
ultimately
Swartz and Weand are fully equal
Scranton Tribune.
ing like this. There must be n
From the Norristown Herald, March 12.
bar?.ai"8 10 offer our worthy patrons. Here are some of them : Men’s Oil
to all the judicial work imposed lead to another political revolution,
The trial of Charles Kaiser for
^
i
nT
o
a«
rpT
. foB°?,te’ ^ ed’8’ at *a {i0 I others at i - 40’ Freed’s Best Kip at $2.50 :
Nobody’
would
be
the
worse
off
if
some
reason
for
this.
Either
but what of it ?
upon them from time to time.
ii
, ?,°y‘ .? ° 0te 11 aM pr,ceB- Gum Boot8’ i 3 00- Men’8 Heavy Shoes,
the murder of his wife in October some of Senator Quay’s critics took
11
m
*
1$24
a f t0
»E** • Children’s Shoes, 25c. to fl.50 Ladies’ Shoes
The American people seem to be of last year, being likely to occupy to fishing and kept at it__Pittsburg
$l.UU,
$1.25,
$1.35,
$1.50
and $2.00 ; Women’s Calf-skin Shoes, $1.50 to $1.65.
because
we
have
the
largest
as
"YOUR
I Iress.
“
the
greater
portion
of
next
week,
particularly
fond
of
playing
politi
ai
° l u n d e r WJA.R for men, women and children. Ready-made Shirts, 25c. to
A number of the Greeks, belong
sortment or the best styles and $1.50. Men’s heavy wool Trousers, $1.00 to $1.25.
the court has made an order to the
ing the reserve classes, of Philadel cal foot-ball with purely economical effect
Let
the
powers
of
Europe
with
that the civil causes whose
*1
- Triplex Stable Blankets, $1.35; anyone can afford to own one. Others
prices.
phia and other large cities of this questions.
$1.25 and $2.00. Horse Blankets, 90c. to $5.00. A specialty—between now and Thanks
trial was to begin on the 15th inst., draw their support from the Sultan
giving we 11 sell a $3.50 Blanket for $3.25. Cheap I A few Robes to go at $4.00.
country, have been called to arms
shall be continued to the 22d, or and the Turkish empire will tumble
WASHINGTON LETTER.
into
a
confused
heap
of
ruins.
Why
GLOVES--Buckskin at 90c., $1.25 and $1.35 ; others from 50c. up Extra heavy woolen
one
week
later.
It
would,
as
a
by the Grecian Minister of Foreign From our Regular Correspondent.
Then there will be no
Bedroom Suites in Imitation gloves or mitts at 50 cents.
matter of course, be difficult to pro should they not let it perish f It
Affairs, and they are making prepa
COARSE GROUND SALT at 55c. per 6ack.
Oak at $13 ; Solid OaK at
W ashington, D.. C., March 12, ceed With a trial of this character has existed too long already._ bare spots later.
rations to sail for their native land.
n„t.0IIo
CU T?,r_2U 8' wide’ 30c. s<l ’ yd-; VA yds. W . , 40c. a yd.; \ \ i yds. w., 35c. a yd.
Scranton
Republican.
1897.—The excitement which was and a civil causes at the same time
Goods delivered free.
*
14.50, 15, 16, 17, 20.50, 24, Better, 2 yds. wide, 80c. and up to $1.00 per yard.
The situation in Greece is practi
with
the
existing
accommodations
W
hite
Clover
Seed.
Some
bumptious
statesman
has
10raa.
prevalent among Senators early
MATTHIAS
CUSTER,
Eaglevllle,
Pa.
24.50, 25, 26, 2 9 ,3 3 ,3 5 , 37.50,
cally what It was a week ago ; the
in the court house.
introduced a bill in the Minnesota
this week over the prospect of a
Evergreen Grass Seed. 41.50 and $55, all 7-piece suits.
The bearing of the accused man Legislature to provide for the ap
powers are still threatening military
fight between the Republicans and strikes every observer as remarka pointment of a State phrenologist
interference with a view of ending
IT CO STS N O TH IN G
silver men for the control of the ble. If he be guilty, bis apparent at a salary of $2,000 a year, with an.
BOTH THE BEST.
hostilities between the Cretes and
TO HAVE YOUR EYES EXAMINED
Senate committee died out as sud unconcern is peculiar. Iu that case assistant at $1,500 a year, and per
Sideboards, ail in Solid Oak,
Turks.
b y W . H. P O D E S T A & CO .,
denly as it began. The Populists it would be natural to regard it as mission to expend $8,000 a year in
at $10,13.50 and 15, top drawer
assumed, but this theory does not examination of at least 2.000 heads.
OPTICAL SPE C IA LISTS,
I t is reported that ex-District-At- and silver Republicans were very seem to be borne out by the fact.
It is truly' a phenomenal season for
lined and oue shelf in bottom.
No.
113
N O R TH N IN T H S T R E E T ,
torney James B. Holland, of Con- anxious that the Democrats should
ABOVE ARCH,
If Kaiser is innocent, his conduct the introduction of fake measures
P
H ILAD E LPH IA . P A .
shohocken, the recognized leader of combine with them for the fight ; is none the less an engima. It and resolutions in the Legislatures 3 ^ They have had over fifteen years experience in all the various
„
... , ------------ l,Bes of Optical work, and assure complete satisfaction to
the distinctively Matthew Stanley for a time it looked as though seems incomprehensible to an ordi of the country_rPittsburg Com
Kitchen Sideboards, large, every patron. Many
GROCERIES, CHINA WARE,
ills, inconveniences and discomforts are caused by E y e -S tr a in which
nary observer, how an innocent mau
te readily rriieved if you consult their S p ecia list and have your Eyes examined by Urn F i R i
Quay element in the Republican they might do so, but after the could bear so calmly the charge of mercial-Gazette.
two top drawers and three He will correctly advise you without cost, whether or not glasses will give you relief s T M K K .
Canton is now trying to secure a DeKalb, ju st below Rain St.,
Should you need glasses, the prices quoted are not equalled, for the same grade of goods •
party of Montgomery, is slated by Democratic caucus there was a having murdered the woman whom
shelves,
in oaK at $6.50.
Solid Gold Spectacles, $2.00 j elsewhere $5.00 1 A Written Guarantee
the powers that be for the position change in the situation. It has he bad vowed to “love, cherish and boiler factory. The town has be N O R R I S T O "W XT.
^Steel Spectacles, 5 0 c .; elsewhere $1.00
i
with every Pair.
come
so
accustomed
to
noise
that
it
protect.”
He
shows
no
sign
of
been asserted that the change was
W . H . PODESTA, vriUgive his especial attention to all callers on M ondays and T h n rsd a v s
of Naval Officer of Philadelphia.
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of
something
to
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We hope the report is true. In brought about by an agreement be being crushed by the .enormity of ply the present deficiency in that
Extension Tables, all wellthe
crime
attributed
to
him,
or
of
politics as in war honors should fall tween the Democrats and Republi being overwhelmed with grief at product.—Cincinnati Tribune.
made and well finished, at $ 3 , p m
>ArAAVAft t?KVAA~A
where most deserved. Since such is cans to allow things to remain just the death of his wife. If such
AA“aAwAPaA~aAval
A Boston young woman, whose
3.60, 4.80, 6.00, 7.00, 7.75,
as
they
are
in
the
committees
by
marriage
in
Jersey
City
is
causing
sentiments
are
feit
by
him,
he
has
not always the rule, but rather the
9.00, 9.75, 10.00, 10.50 and
exception, the report may not be filling vacancies cause by the retire the faculty of concealing them in a a mild sensation, very forcibly re
marks
that
“my
father
didn’t
consult
much
greater
degree
than
that
$
11.
true ; but we hope it is, nevertheless. ment of silver men with silver men possessed by most men.
me when he got married ; I doff
and those made by the retirement
The ordinary expression of know any reason why I should hav
—FOR—
R ecent statistics show that the of gold men with gold men, and to Kaiser's features as he sits in the consulted him.”
And yet they
Parlor Stands, splendid goods
. ;.
i he readers of this paper who are Interested in Dry Goods
supply of natural gas in the United send the credentials of the Senators dock, listening to the testimony would have us believe that women
to visit BEECHERS, Pottstown, is without a doubt
and good style, in oaK and imi
States fell off one-half from 1888 to appointed by the Governors of Ky., which the Commonwealth has ac do not reason.—Boston Transcript
cumulated,
is
that
of
stoical
indiffer
tation
mahogany, at $ 1, 1.50,
ECONOMY, BEAUTY and ELEGANCE
1895. The decline has been less in Florida, and Oregon to the ' Elec
ence. He might well be a spectator
Ohio and Indiana than in Pennsyl tions committee aud let them stay rather than the person who is under
1 .8 9 ,2 , 2.50 and $3.
vania, the product in the last named there. This assertion has been ve going the most terrible ordeal—that
Some people don’t know that we are the
leaders in Norristown for fine pocket cutlery.
State being worth more than nine hemently denied, but all the same of life or death.
Judged by any ordinary tests,
Bed Springs : Never buy a
Iu Silks, the newness strikes you, and prices blush for lowness.
We are showing in our windows all that
teen million dollars in 1888, and when the credentials of Mr. A, T.
In H ash Fabrics t A congress of the world’s genius diffused through
we have in these fine “ whittlers” in Ivory,
less than six million dollars in Wood, appointed to succeed Senator Kaiser is a phenomenon. He has
poor
spring.
The
good
ones
Organi
ies, Lawns and Royals.
.
6
Pearl, Aluminum, Gold and Silver, with
maintained his serenity and com
Shirt Waisls, in Oxford, Madras, Batistes and'Dimit'es.
Waterville
blades.
1895. Owing to the adoption of Blackburn, of Ky., were presented. posure when witnesses have broken
only cost a trifle more.
Frame
Saving Prices and High Qualities firmly l inked with Hood
The Waterville agent will be with us in a
less wasteful methods, the falling Senator Hoar withdrew his motion down in detailing the circumstances
Value All Over the Store.
few days, and werve put prices on these springs at 1.35, 2.00, 2.75 and
off has not been so rapid since that he be sworn in, in favor of of the crime which he is accused of
knives to move them before he comes.
Cl
JF.bl? 18 oo joke.; but if you care to save money in little things—such
$3.50.
Lace
top
folding
140
as Corsets, Ribbons, Laces, Gloves, Embroidery, we are people to call oni
Our Guarantee on these goods : Wear them
1891, but it still amounts to an Senator Gorman’s motion to refer conceiving and executing.
Plain
All the best makes of spool cotton one price—3 spools for 10 cents,
a month \ if they don’t prove satisfactory, spring at $ 4 and $4.25.
Whatever
may
be
the
verdict
of
average decline of five per cent, to the Election committee, remark
bring them hack and get your money. Noth Japan spring at $3.25.
the jury', the case will go on record
instantly
when
you
pull
the
ing lo st; we get our money back from the
every year.
ing that “under the circumstances” as one of the most remarkable ever
trigger. So sickness may come
makers.
he would not antagonize Mr. Gor tried in the state. It is unique in
on suddenly. But it takes time
G. LA N Z, Jeweler and Optician,
S en a te b il l N o. 9, or the Hamil man’s motion. Mr. Gorman is chair several of its circumstamstances,
Cradles and Cribs with spring
to load the gun, and it takes
thus making it difficult to And pre time to get ready for those exton Good Roads bill, prepared by man of the Democratic caucus.
211 Malb St„ - - Norristown, Pa. bed.
cedents for a course of action in
Hon. John Hamilton, Deputy Sec
plosions called diseases. Coughs,
12noPO TTSTO W N.
So assured is it that Mr. Reed is
colds, any "attack,” whatever
retary of Agriculture of Pennsyl to be re-elected Speaker of the regard to it. The case is peculiar,
and the principal person in the trial
the subject be, often means pre- . We Close Wednesday and Thursday Evenings
Mattresses, clean straw with
vania, is a measure that is being House that there is next to no now going on in ttie court room,
at 6 o’clock. Other Evenings at 8.30
ceding
weakness and poor blood. |
cotton top, at $1.89. Clean
favorably commented upon by many interest exhibited by the Republi has displayed peculiarities that
o’clock except Saturday EvenAre you getting thin? Is
husk with cotton top at $ 3. 20 .
of the farmers of the State. The can members who are already in must be noticed by all who have
at 10, o’clock.
your appetite poor f Are you
given
any
attention
to
it.
A
ll white cotton, full 40 lb.,
leading provisions of the bill are as Washington in the caucus that is to
losing that snap, energy and
in
sections, at $5.25,
follows :
vigor that make "clear-headed
be held Saturday night to nominate
HIS MEMORY RETURNED.
ness?”
Do
one
thing:
build
It provides for the election of officers. It is also understood that
up your whole system with
three supervisors in each township,
NORRISTOWN,
W ood and W illow Ware.
S C O T T 'S E M U LSIO N of
one for one year, one for two years, all the other oncers are to be nomi AN ASSOCIATE OF BARNEY BARNATO
Cod-liver Oil. It js the essence
will help to make your home walls more Clothes Baskets — large, from
RECOyERS q i S MINI) IN ^RADFORD.
and one for three years, so that nated. The Pemocrals, who cau
— IN —
beautiful hy giving away free Drained
of nourishment. It does not
there will always be two members elect nobody, are having a red-hot
B radford, Pa., March 14__Eight
50c.
to
$
1
.
Tubs—
best
cedar
pictures. The people in town are taking
nauseate, does not trouble the
serving who are familiar with any fight over - their nomination for moths ago there came to Olean, N.
advantage of his great offer and by reason of wood, electric bound or other
it
beantifhlly framed and colored
plan of work which is outlined.
stomach.
And
it
replaces
all
Speaker, which is to be made Mon Y., from the West, a man who
art reproductions are making many wise, at 75, 90c. and $1.25.
that disease robs you of.
These supervisors act without
seemed
to
have
no
knowledge
of
homes brighter and more attractive. In
compensation, must be freeholders, day morning, because the man who his own identity. He was quite
A book telling more about it seat
brief the plan is to present a picture free to Wringers, the “ Challenge, ”
-ATfree. Ask for it.
all who undertake to buy goods to the same as Novelty No. 2, at $1.45.
and cannot have any interest in receives the nomination will be re sane, but his memory was a blank.
amount
of
SCOTT
&
BOWNE,
Ntw
York.
work or materials furnished.
garded as the party leader in the He did not know his own name.
Superior Iron Frame Wringer
It provides for the appointment House. The Populists will also For a time he was in the custody of
$13. $3«, $30, $40, $30 and $75 for at $1.25. Rolling Pins, loose
of road masters who shall have
the police and later on located in
Cash in 4 or 5 months.
handles, at 10c. Baking hoards,
charge of twelve miles of road and nominate a candidate for Speaker. the town and engaged in the real
s t a t e n o t ic e .
President McKinley is proying estate business. Last week be re
work at least seven months of the
Estate of Joseph Casselberry, late of
There is an easy and equitable plan ar 35c. Nest boxes, plain wood,
himself more of a diplomat than he tired to sleep one night and for Upper Providence township, Montgomery ranged and full particulars will gladly be 38c.; for a nest of five boxes,
year.
deceased. Letters of administration explained when yqu call. Ask about it,
Good goods at the right priors benefit both
has
ever been credited with being. forty-eight hours could not be county,
It provides that one-fourth of the
on the above pgtate having bpen granted to please. It means your choice—a free 45c. For Varnished Wooden IN QUALITY, with the Drices at low tide 5“y— “nd 8eUer-J Tbe Luyer gets full value
road tax shall be paid in money and A case in point is the manuer in awakened. Physicians finally suc the undersigned, all porsons indebted to said picture. Goods bought at Lowest Cash
is what may be said of our HATS this sea’ velt^'hV^ exP8n<3ed>an,i tbe seller again inare requested to make immediate pay ’rices in a specified time. You pay nothing Chopping Bowls at 19 and 29c. son.
Never before have we been ¿ble to r t l
"^Plenishing his stock,
those desiring to work out the tax which he handled the application of ceeded in bringing him back to estate
ment, and those having legal claims, to pre for the picture, it is our good will offering
offer
such hats to our customers Theyare 1
' 8 6al,factlon al‘ around.
shall notify the supervisors on or ex-Queen Liiiuokalaui of Hawaii, consciousness, and then there was sent the same without delay to
becanse of dealing through a specified time. each.
w L J ? ° Sti 8tyl,sb>tbe best wearing, and the j Special Bargains Emphasize tilts
SARAH CASSELBERRY,
Ask about it, please. We give you a second
before the 15th of April.
a surprise. The man remembered
lowest price goods we have ever carried.
1
'
*
Oaks, Pa. invitation.
General Statement.
It provides for an annual report whose recent admission to the what he had heretofore forgotten, Or herF.attorney,
G. Hobson, Norristown, Pa.
2-25
Diplomatic gallery of the Senate and said his name was David J.
to the Secretary of Agriculture.
c. L . F R Y ,
Queensware. Dinner Sets :
No matter what you may need in the line
upon the personal request of Secre Telfair. He remembered distinctly
105
piece
decorated
porcelain
331 Main St. • Royers ford, l»a. of store goods, favor us with a visit.
i r e i f i r e i— n o t ic e .
that
he
had
been
in
South
Africa
tary
Sherman
made
quite
a
stir
in
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
T here are those who assume the
ware at $8-50J05 piece decor
and had there engaged in the and Storm Insurance Company are hereby
position that the State of Pennsyl diplomatic circles, for a private ifiaifioud hunting business with a notified
that
a
contribution
was
levied
on
ated porcelain ware at 11-00interview. The application was in
vania should expend five or six mil writing, but the answer was given number of associates. He had se February 15,1§97, op epph poljcy, equal to
Beautiful I.ine o f
105 piece m gilt decoration at
premium contained thereon, and that Andrew
lions of dollars in tearing the State verbally to the ex-Queen’s secretary cured three hundred gems of great Supplee, Treasurer of said Company, will
R
U
G
S
12.50- M Piece sets in gilt dec
Ladies’ and Gents’ HANDKERCHIEFS
at the office of the Company, Swede
capitol, upon the grounds that the and was to the effect that she could value, and these he had placed in a attend
street, opposite the Court House, in the are a wonderful offering. The size is 27 by oration and about 6 styles, at
from 5c. to $1.00.
belt,
which
he
carried
about
his
Borough of Norristown, to receive said as 60 inches C,.n be used on both sides. A
State is rich, and that the State take her place in the line which
15-00105
piece
gilt
band
set
waist, under his clothing. He re sessment.
daily
gathers
in
the
East
Room
and
■
w
j
^
Q
o
n
s
r
s
new lot is now in and they will give more
capitol should be a monument of
The 40 days time for payment of said tax satisfaction to buyers than did the first lot, at fifteen and 3 half dollars,
be certain of seeing the President turned to Chicago from Africa, and will
date from March 1st, 1897.
-O F if
that be possible.
architectural magnificence.
at almost any time, but that no while in the big Western city he Persons sending money by mail must ac
very best ware. Plain white
A Few Specialties in Extra Fine
Other price pointers are :
In a general sense the State is private interview would be granted was attacked by robbers and his company it with postage for return of a re
porcelain
ware
at
very
low
ANDREW SUPPLEE,
A L L KI2STDS !
diamonds were taken from him. He ceipt.
rich ; taking a more particular her now.
4mar6t.
Treasurer Tapestry Carpets, 45c. and np.
prices.
was
beaten
about
the
head,
and
on
Some
10,000
application
for
office,
ized view, many of the taxpayers
Ingrains, from 35c. up
Finest crop of New Orleans Molasses,
which were received at Canton be account of the injuries sustained he
of the State are not rich.
Confectioners’ xxxx Loz. Sugar for makingF IN E N E W L IN E
A SPECIAL M T of HOHE-HADE BUGGIES. candy.
tween the election and the inaugura lost his memory. All these chapters
All different grades up to the very best all
New Dates, Figs, Almonds, English.
A six million dollar capitol might tion, w e re this week sent to the of the man’s history were vividly
Toilet Sets iii abundance at
wool. The stock is replete with pretty
Walnuts, White Grapes, Oranges, Apples*
patterns
of
also become representative of monu several departments under which brought to his mind, but his experi
two and three dollars, TenElegant 8weet Sugar Corn 5c. a can
mental jobbery. Witness the big the offices applied for are. It re ence in Olean previous to bis long
REPAIRING of all k iD d s promptly at
piece sets with some gilt on
Body Brussels, Moquettes, Axmjusters,
tended to. If you have a wagon you want re Early June Sifted Peas 10c a can. 5 lbs ot
sleep
of
last
week
is
entirely
blank
quired
a
big
two-horse
wagon
to
Gobelins,
Sayqnnjeres,
Oil
eioths,
Head
Rice 25c. 5 lbs. Ginger Snaps, 25cv
marble elephant on the hands of the
them and good ware. Other painted or varnished, give me a call.
earry the boxes in which .these ap to him. On awakening he did not
2 very good Brooms, 25c. Raisins, Currants*
Linoleums, &c.
Wagons
of
all
kinds
built
to
ordey,
at
the
city of Philadelphia !
WARM
UNDER
CLOTHING
new sets as high as five dollars.
and Citron Choice Sweet Cider, 20c gal..
know Chief of Police Hart, who
plications were packed.
It will be generally noted with
AND GLOVES FOR MEN.
Senator Hanna’s private secretary, has been very active in trying to
Choice Mixtures, 4 lbs. for 35©*
satisfaction, however, that the Con Mr. S. A. Perkins, gets just $1,200 assist the man, and he had no Remember, I am the man who is never un
W. P. F E N T O N ,
WALL PAPER,
ROBERT OEHLERT, Proprietor.
Are always in season and we aim to keep the
dersold, and I always give the newest
stitution forbids the creation of an more salary than either a Senator knowledge that he had ever been
as Charles Brown. The case
goods for least money.
stock ready for your needs whenever wanted.
COLLEGEYILLE, P d .
extensive debt for the erection of or Representative does, and is con known
sequently envied by the secretaries is being closely studied by local
E M T T L E B O Y S all like me, for
capitol or any other kind of public of all the other public men in Wash physicians, but they can only pro T Hthey
Our wall paper selections this
get suited here in Hats apd Caps
H igh - G rade
' I 8&LL AND MEND
buildings. And in this connection ington. Mr. Perkins gets $1,200 on nounce it an enigma. Telfair is 5Q
year has outdone all our pre
TH O SE years
old
and
a
man
of
more
than
it is gratifying to observe Governor the regular pay roll of the Senate,
first-class work. We will do it for vious efforts.
‘O 'X s/ T I B I R .E L I j .A .S I =- ynuWe do
The styles are
ordinary
intelligence.
He
is
said
the
country
and
no
extra
charge
more
and
Senator
Hanna
giyes
him
the
Hastings’ recent recommendation to
Umbrellas recovered for 50c. up.
than if you lived in town. A special offer is the best we ever had in the
to be a very wealthy man, a former
the Legislature advising the recon $5,000 a year he will get as Senator, associate of JJarney jlarnato.
made to fit some of your rooms at a very low
house and the price very cheap.
Secretary Wilson is running the
price in the
struction of the old capitol build Department of Agriculture like he
W e can’t describe paper accur Just what Farmers want ! I am now taking
T h o se M ezzo T in ts.
ing,
an enlarged scale and fire had been there a year, instead of a
Advantage o f Sleep.
CARPET
«
REMNANTS
ately
enough
to
set
a
price
to.
Are in active demand. They are
(TIMES
BUILDING,)
orders
for
Packer’s
Union
Ferproof, at a cost not exceeding 550- week. One of the things he has
In reply to to the question, Is it Main and Swede St»., Norristown.
faithful photographs, finished
The
prices
are
from
two
cents
a
-----tilizer
f
o
r
-----in the highest style of the art.
000. It is both timely and sensible. done which seem to be excellent wise for a man to deny himself and
If they be large enough. Bring the room
size measurements and perhaps you will be piece to thirty cents a piece.
A steady stream of patronage,
We commend Governor Hastings was to contract for 6,000 tons of get along with a few hours’ sleep a
one of the great gainers from these bargain A ll pieces of 8 yards taken
attests the pleasure we have sugar beet seed, which he intends day, to do more work ? Tesla, the
remnants.
most heartily for the position he to distribute in fourteen States,
given our patrons. Bring the,
electrician, is said to have re
back. Come and see our stock.
children We pride ourselves,
has taken in the matter of con which have suitable soil and climate great
All the other departments are also fully
on “ taking” the little ones.
plied : “That is a great mistake, I
W
e
have
at
least
one
hundred
—
a
n
d
----stocked
and
await
your
Inspection.
structing a new capitol.
which is the best adapted fertilizer for these
to raise sugar beets. Fiye farmers am convinced. A man has just so
and twenty-five styles, and the crops now Jq the ip&rket, Analysis guaran
Governor Hastings’ view is right, in every county in those States will many hfjqrs to be awake, and the
G E O . W . I ) A Y*.
stock all told exceeds ten thou tee^. For further particulars call on or ad
and should be seconded by every be asked to plant these seeds and fewer of these be u^es qp each day,
dress
Photographer,
report results. Secretary Wilson the more days they will" last j that
sand pieces.
A L W A Y S PN ^[AND
member of the Legislature.
sees no good reason for our import is, the longer he will live. I be
----- a t — DeKALB, Just Above Main St ^
ing beet sugar from Germany, when
that a man might live two
Of course, if bachelors are to be we can just as well grow the beets lieve
hundred years if he would sleep
N O RRISTOW N , PA.
taxed, the fellow who tries to get and make the sugar ourselves
most of the time. That is whyNORRISTOWN, PA.
married and can’t should be entitled
A score of almost Presidential negroes often live to advanced old
--- ■O—....
Who can thinkto a pension. — Chicago Times- postmasters find themselves barred age,
of some simple*
because
they
sleep
so
much.
Orders delivered promptly to all 80 and 83 Main Street.
Herald.
thing to patent?*
put of office because no commis- It is said that Gladstone sleeps
I f you havç anything to
parts o r the town.
313 and 315 Deliulb Street.
sell, advertise it in the. Independent. •B.d list QÎ tWQ luuuiTed hiYeoitio.ua wajated.
Q ratersford, Pa.

Providence Independent,!!-

ULP

Compound - Cough - Syrup,

ROS.

E. S. MOSER. Editor and Proprietor.

Gratersford.

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, COLLEGEYILLE, PA.

Great

Few P eople Have Eyes Alike.

Furniture

Selling'.

THE EAGLEVILLE STORE

T H IN K O F

BLAWN N0W1

PHILIP QUILLMAN,

POCKET
KNIVES

T h e O pening of S p rin g

SEVENTY

In Spring- Dress Goods !

^ The
Gun Goes Off

BEECH ERS,

Aboye High Water Mark Special

BRENDLINGER

B argain s.

ALL DEPARTMENTS;

W . P. F E N T O N ’S .

E

itailinpr’s Carpet Department!

F

fjc,

Scotch

F O R SALE !

s z s m s m s » M s m s z ffls s

GROCERIES ani CONFKCIONERY

SOFT HATS

Straw Mattings - and - Rag Carpets

ROYERSFORD - CARRIAGE - WORKS,

Window Slades, Curtains and Awnings.

JO H N

FER T ILIZER S M ezzo Tints,

F R Y ,

Wheat, Oats and Clover,

ICE CBEAM

O Y S T E R S

I , I , Breudlinger,

Skepari’s Perinea Bridie Hotel.

Kulp Bros.

A B R A M C U STER

Wanted-An Idea

-s Providence Independent. :i-

W ill Preacb.

Daniel Kauffman will occupy the
pulpit iff the M. E. church, EvansTERMS : $1.25 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE. buig, next Sunday morning and
evening, in the absence of pastor A.
L. Copper, who is attending the
T h u rsd a y , M arch 18, 1897. Conference
at Bethlehem.
H O M E A ND A B R O A D .
Tbe great ship’s sails are all unfurled,
Her prow divides tbe ancient sea ;
Along her cloudy track the world
Sweeps through immensity.

Old Clocks and Books.

J. L. Young, of Lansdale, has
two remarkable old clocks. One is
said to have been made in 1492 and
tbe other 1777. He also has a
German Bible printed in 1614, a
German hymn book printed in 1751,
and an old penny made 1730.

Spelling Bee.

A spelling bee will be held at
Penny packer’s School house next
Saturday evening, March 20, under
the direction of the teacher, Mr.
Daniel H. Bartman. Old and young
are invited to be present and test
their orthographical abilities.

Pnbliskers and Scribes invited
to a Housewarming.

Mr. A. K. Thomas invites his
editorial and other friends to tbe
housewarming in the new Ambler
Gazette Publishing House, on Mon
She bears her freight of tears and graves,
Of trampled dust and bloody wreck,
day evening, March 22. There may
While seaman chant their jolly staves
be an informal discussion of the
Upon her ribbed deck.
Disappeared.
proposition to organize an Editorial
Day after day a throng of mimes
Frederick Lacbman, aged 75 Association, embracing the editors
Leap smiling from her swarming womb
years, a well-known citizen of Potts and publishers of Montgomery and
To play their little part betimes,
Ere fa'ls the lampless gloom.
town disappeared from bis home Bucks counties.
Wednesday of last week and there
Her weary voyage is never done ;
Bold Robbery.
are fears that he has drowned him
Tbe .winds above ber never sleep ;
Forever with the flying sun
self. Worry because he was unable
An unusually bold robbery was
She cleaves the shoreless deep.
to meet his obligations is believe ! committed Thursday evening in
Providence Journal.
to be the cause of his disappearance. Pbcenixville by a stranger, who
—Now compare the movements
went to the home of Mrs. James
of Mother Earth and tbe vast Power
Birthday Missives.
Griffith and told her he wanted
involved in those movements, with
Last Thursday Elmer Underkof- board and lodging. He said he had
the feeble efforts of presumptuous fler, the obliging assistant at neigh secured work on the night turn at
man ; of the mortals who fain would bor Scheureu’s shaving parlor, was the iron works and would like to
have the Universe governed by the twenty years old. In honot of the occupy his room during the day.
short foot-rule of their imagination event he received during tbe day 23 Mrs. Griffith showed the man to a
—of their creative fancies,
congratulatory letters from as many room and left. As soon as he was
he began to ransack tbe
—Rather than by the inherent friends. One of tbe missives en alone
bouse. A number of trunks of
Power that ever operates, must closed a necktie.
other boarders were broken open
operate, in accordance with eternally
and robbed. He secured several
P hiladelphia Markets.
fixed principles of action.
gold watches, a lot of jewelry,
Winter
bran,$13
50@14.00
;
flour
* * *
clothing,
and $200, and then left tbe
$2 55 to $4 65; rye flour, $2.60;
—Jonathan Davis will conduct wheat, 83 to 83^c. ; corn, 26e.; house. An alarm was soon given,
his blacksiniihing business ou the oats, 22^c.; butter, 18 to 20c.; poul hut the thief escaped.
premises he has leased of Abraham try, live, 9^@10c\, dressed, 9@9|c ;
Lutheran Month.
Grater, near Perkiomen Bridge timothy bay, 70@75c., mixed, 60@
The
sixth
annual church contri
Hotel, after the first of April
70c.; straw, 70@75c. ; beef cattle
4@5c.; sheep, 3 @ 4|c.; lambs, 4 butions toward the maintenance of
—Geo. W. Bartholomew has re @5jc ; hogs, western, 5|@ 5|c.
Charity. Hospital will be solicited
moved from Springfield township
from the Lutherans of this county
and has taken possession of the
during the present month of March.
Called Home.
farm tie recently purchased o( Frank
The same necessity for liberality on
On
Monday
Mrs.
A.
B.
Hess,
and
Brunst, near this borough.
Prof. A. J. Uarbaugh, of this bor the part of contributors continues
and must be ever present
>—Samuel Gotildj', of near Trappe, ough, received a telegram informing to exist,
long as the state appropriation
bad a horse to die of lockjaw last them of the death of their father, so
Mr. Ilarbaugli, at Waynesboro, Pa. is inadequate to the growing de
week.
Mr. Hess, who is the principal ol mands of the institution. Miss
—Jacob Boiton, of this borough, the Collegeville schools, ¡accom Hallie Vanderslice, of this borough,
expects to bin id an addition to his panied his wife and brother-in-law is the committee appointed for Au
bouse in llie near future.
to Waynesboro. His position is be gustus Lntheran church, of Trappe.
Non-church members, as well as
—Read (he new announcement of ing filled temporarily by Mr. lle.tf, members of the church in the vari
of
JJrsinps.
the Beeeheis, Pottstown, on the
ous sections of tbe county should
editorial page,
contribute something toward this
Matrimony.
—Captain H. H. Fetterolf, of this
Wednesday of last week, at the worthy charitable institution.
borough", is an applicant for tbe home of the bride’s parents, 1052
‘•Christ or Barabbns.”
position of Collector of Internal Cherry street, Norristown, Miss
Mrs.
A. Morris Holvey, of West
¡Revenue of this district. We hope Sara K. Runford and George S.
to hear of his appointment.
Johnson, bath of North Wales, Pittston, Pa., a noted lecturer in
united in Rjatriipony by Rev. the State W. C. T. U., spoke to a
—Mr. and Mrs. C. Riley, of were
Robert S. Roeder. The bride is a large audience in Lower Providence
Atlantic City, visited their relatives granddaughter of the late Ex- Presbyterian
Church Saturday
and friends in this vicinity last Sherift Kile, and the groom is the evening. Her subject was “Christ
week.
son of Wilmer H. Johnson, editor and Barabbas.” She was listened
to with marked attention, as she
—A. K. Hunsicker has taken pos of the North Wales Record.
depicted the Barabbas of sinful
session of his new and cosy tin and
traffic and customs accepted by tbe
TliO K aiser Morder Trial.
stove store building, near Perkio
people of to-day ; while they crucify
The Commonwealth in the Kaiser their Savior in their desire for the
men Bridge. Tbe old store building
murder
trial
at
Norristown
rested
is being rapidly transformed into a
popularity and gain of the world.
its case Saturday, and at present The
.dwelling house.
meeting was a united service of
writing witnesses for the defense the Lower j?royftlepce Presbyterian
__Harry C. Johnson, of Camden, are being heard. The trial will not
and Baptist churches. Rev. Cbas.
•«vas in town Saturday.
end ere tbe latter'part of the week, Brodhead opened the meeting with
—Miss Gertrude Swartz, daughter and the outcome is problematical at reading of tbe 15tb chapter of
of Judge Aaron S, Swartz, of Nor best. The evidence adduced hardly Mark, followed in prayer by Rev.
ristown, will deliver the valedictory seems conclusive that Kaiser mur W. N. Conrson.
at the commencement exercises of dered his wife, notwithstanding
much public sentiment to tbe
Woman Suffrage.
Wilson College, Chambersburg,
contrary.
At a meeting of the Montgomery
.fit. Jam es’ Evansburg.
In Relation to the public School« County Woman Suffrage Associa
tion held at Norristown on Satur
Instead of the usual morning
The average monthly wages of day afternoon, Mary R. Livezey
service at this church there will lig male
teachers
in
Montgomery
preaching next Sunday in the even- county is $46.48, the average read a chapter from Piske’s Civil
Government, pertaining to the
ing at 7.30.
monthly wages of female teachers, origin of the office of sheriff and
$38.10 ; the average length of the coroner. The President informed
RELIGIOUS.
annual school term in (jus county the society that a bill bad recently
Services in St. Paul’s Memorial is 9 months ; the estimated value of
Protestant Episcopal Church at school property in Montgomery passed the Legislature, providing
Oaks station, on Sundays at 10.45 couuty is $1,196,174.00. The num lor a woman attendant in transfer
a. in. and 3 30 p. m. Sunday School ber of scholars in the county dur ring insane wofnen from place to
at 2 30 p. m. The seats are free ing tlie year was 11,545 males and place. A nominating cqiqtqittee
and a cordial welcome is always ex 11,835 females. The amount of tax consisting of Mrs. Annie Diil, Mrs.
tended to all persons to attend the levied for school purposes was Ellen Jones and Mrs. Anna Thomas,
services of this church. Rev. Benj. $265,407.98. The State appropri was appointed to suggest names of
persons to serve as officers for the
J . Douglass, Rector.
ation amounted to $119,831.40.
ensuing year. Three questions were
Episcopal service at St. James’,!
referred to be answered at the next
Ha»dy Hand Hay-Press.
meeting.
Evansburg, every Sunday at 10.80 1
We are informed that r. F- Aa, in-, Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also
'f^ndevetl a Nurpnise,
a service at Royersford at 3 p. m. Ward, clerk for A- P- Bechtel, the
feed merchant of Royersfqrd, has
Rev. A. J, Barrow, rector.
A
very pleasant surprise was
recently perfected a model of a hay tendered
Miss Lillie R. Tyson, of
Evansburg M. E-chorch, Rev. A. press to be operated by hand-power, Ironbridge,
on Saturday evening,
L. Copper, pastor. Sunday school the pressure being greater for the March
13,
it
being her 18th birth
at 9.45 a. hi. Preaching, Sunday a t : sige of the machine than other con day. When tbeyounglady
answered
10.45 a, m. and 8 p. m. Epworth ! trivance pf the kind in existence. the summons of the door bell
about
League service Sunday evening at The ueatne?? pf it? construction fifty
of
her
friends
walked
in.
For
7.30 o’clock. Prayer and class and its superior qnaiitipa oyer ¡other several minutes Miss Tyson was a
meeting on Wednesday evening at machines are such as will commend little bewildered at thp unexpected
7.45 o’clock. A oordipl invitation is it at once to all who are interested
of such a large crowd, but
extended to all to attend these in pressing hay. The new machine arrival
soon afterwards realized tbe fact
is
the
product
of
Mr.
Ward’s
in
services.
ventive skill, and we congratulate that it was for her pleasure that the
Ironbridge : Preaching next Sab him upon tfle fact that he has a friends had gathered. Friends were
present from Trappe, Evansburg,
bath evening at 7.30 ; Sabbath good thing on his bands.
CollegevTlle, Philadelphia, Norris
School at 2 p. in. ; Christian En
town and Ironbridge. At 11 o’clock
deavor .at .6.45 p. m. All invited.
A Suit for $70,000.
a smnptijQus supper was served. All
A suit for $70,000 has been com- enjoyed the occasion, and wished
St, Luke’s Reformed Church,
Trappe, Rev. S L. Messinger, meuced by the Attorney General Miss Tyson “ many happy returns
pastor. ¡Sunday School at 9 a. m. against the County Commissioners of the day.”
Preaching every Sunday at 10.30 a. of Philadelphia jp behalf of the
Driving Association Formed.
m. and 7.30 p. in. Y. P. S. C. E. Trustees of the Norristown Hos
prayer-meeting an Sunday evening pital for the Insane. It grows put
4-t a feeent meeting of the horse
¡at .6.80. Congregational prayer- of difference in accounts for the lovers of the uqptbweatern section
meetuig ou Wednesday evening at maintenance of patients from Phila of Montgomery county, they organ
Much inconvenience has ized a driving club, with bead7 30. Catechetical class at 2 p. m , delphia.
and Junior C. K. prayer-meeting at been caused in coneequeppe of the quarters at tbe Hotel Norwood,
.3 p. ui., on Saturday. All cordially withholding of ttm monthly pay Jyansdale. Tbe thirty men who at
ments due from Philadelphia for
invited tp attend the services.
the maintenance of patients, pend tended tbs first meeting included
Services at the United Evangeli ing lipi .settlement of a disputed ac horse owners from Lansdale and
cal church.Trappe, Sunday morning count. The employe8 of the insti several outlying places. Fifteen
a t 10 o’ciock a. in. and Sunday tution have failed tp reeeive their directors were elected, as follows;
School at 2 p. in. Rev. N. Barr salaries for January and February. Levi M Landis, W. II. D. Godsball,
John M. Jacobs, Charles M. Mott,
»yi'll preach his farewell sermon.
John J. White, Frank Ponwall, J.
RUNAWAYS.
Augustus Lutheran C li u r c li,
L. Riftl), ijtaryy Richardson, Win.
Trappe. English services next Sun
Last Saturday Henry Longaker, Fool, g,. C. Lownes, 4-- C. Godsball,
day ait 10 a. r»., and 7.30 p. m. All of near Perkiomen Bridge, had his of
Lansdale ; Dr. J. IJ,ein feeler,
invited. Catechetical class 2.30 p’ horse tied to a post near the station of Harleysville ; Wayne Bean, of
in., Saturday previous. Rev. I. B. at Ironbridge, when shifting freight Kulpsville ; Eben Clark and Wm.
ears, frightened and caused the L. Cressmau, of North Wales,
Kurtz, pastor.
Trinity Church : Wednesday eve animal to tear loose and run away. They immediately chose these Lans
ning, prayer service, 7.30 o’clock. The S.ept, robes and blankets were dale men as officers ; Levi M. Landis,
Saturday afternoon, catechetical scattered by tbe wayside. At M. President; W. H. I). Godsball,
class, 2 o'clock. Sunday : Sunday T. Hunsicker’s store tfie runaway Secretary, and John J. White,
School, 9 a. m. ; preaching, at 10 a. collided with the express of Jacob Treasurer. 4 fiv® years lease on
ui.( and the Junior C. E. prayer Wanner of near Black Rock, and the McDowgll Farm adjQiqing the
service, at 2 p. in., and the Y. P. broke the rear spindle. The horse town, has been secured, and a half
,S. C. E. prayer service, at 6 30 p. was captured before doing further mile regulation track is to be prem., Mr. E. S. Riegner, leader ; aud damage.
pared for a grand opening on Deco
the moBthiy missionary meeting,
Soon afterwards Jacob Tyson’s ration Day. Sufficient money has
•under the auspices of the 0. E. team broke loose from in front of already been subscribed and paid in
tiie feed warehouse of H. T. Hun- to insure the success of the project,
¡Society, at 7.30 o’clock.
sickcr. Mr. Tyson, in endeavoring
$100 REWARD. $100.
to catch the horse, slipped and fell
Pe.opl.e buy Hood’s Sarsaparilla year after
The readers of this paper will be pleased in the mnd but was not hurt.
The year because it does then; goqjj. If wflf (Jo
to learn that there is at least one dreaded horse was caught at M. T. Htm- you good to take }t jow .
"disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, aud that is Catarrh. Hall fl sickcr’s store.
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constltutional traatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure s
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous sur-face? or the syste“ >
thereby destroying tbe foundatfob of to
disease, and giving tbe patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprJe ors
have so much faith in its curative power,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
.any case that it fails to cure. Send, tor H t
of testi-monials. Address F. J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo. O. Price 75 cento per
bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
free.
Sold by J. W. Culbert, Druggist, College
jille, Pa. 75 cento.

l ’racticul Observation.
In preparing for active life young men and
women must use their time to advantage.
Solicitude of most parents to.day whose sons
and daughters are compelled to go out at an
early age, jg for sound business education
M,en of moderate megfis find it Impossible to
prepare their sons or daughter« for pn'e or
another of th,e learned professions, .even if
they so degfrg, Tbe preference pf the great
majority of practical pisopl,e however, is for
a good substantial business training ejjcli as
pgn be secured by attending the Sehissjer
College Of ."Business, Norristown, Pa.

Free Stop-Over at Washington.
On all through tickets between the east,
west, north and south, reading via. Balti
more & Ohio Railroad, a stop-over at Wash
ington can be secured, without extra charge
for railroad fare, by depositing the ticket,
upon arrival at Washington, with the B. and
0. station ticket agent at that point. Wash
ington is always attractive to visitors, and
payffculçrïÿ so while Congress is in session.
This arrangement fpr stop-oyer privilege wjil
doubtless be appreciated by the public, and
will bring to the Naticpal Capital many
tyayelers to view its superb public buildings,
j monument«, njuspumg apd thoroughfares.

BOROUGH OF TRAPPE.
MEETING OF COUNCIL.

The Town Council of the borough
of Trappe met in regular session
Monday evening at the office of Capt.
D. M. Fulmer. I. 1*. Rhoades was
elected borough surreyoi. It was
decided to use crus lied stone on Uie
main street of the borough. In the
matter of widening the main
thoroughfare, a width of fifth feet
between fences, tbe building line to
be fifty feet from centre of street,
was decided upon. A survey was
ordered to establish lines and
grades.
Ladies’ Aid Society.

Tbe Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity
Reformed church, this borough, met
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. F.
M. Hobson last Monday evening.
The attendance was large, and the
entertainment of the evening un
usually pleasing. The usual routine
of business was transacted. Tbe
committees in charge of the Colonial
tea were discharged. On motion it
was agreed to pay $15 of the money
made at the tea to the Work Com
mittee. The question of getting
cushions for the seats of Trinity
church was discussed. Following
is the program rendered : Instru
mental duet, Misses Anna Zimmer
man and Bertha Hamer ; recitation,
“The Naughy Dolly,” Miss Katha
rine Hobson ; reading, “Samantha
Allen on the Race Problem,” Mrs.
J. W. Royer ; recitation, Mr. Edw.
Kelley ; instrumental duet, Misses
Hendricks and Hunsicker; reading,
Miss Wells; recitation, Mr. Bickel;
instrumental duet, Miss Minerva
Weinberger and Mrs. W. P. Fenton.
The next meeting will occur in
April at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Fenton.
Lives Saved by a Dog,

The families of Joseph Ruther
ford and John Barton, who occu
pied quarters in the Willow Grove
Creamery Company’s building,
Willow Grove, were doubtless
saved from being burned to death
Sunday morning by a faithful dog.
It was almost 4 o’clock when Mr.
Barton, the librarian, who, with his
family occupied a portion of the
third floor, was awakened from
slumber by a tugging at his bed
povering. When he looked about
he was greeted by a series of ex
cited barks from his pet pug dog.
Instantly Mr. Barton smelled smoke,
and before he had time to run from
the room be heard the roaring of
flames and the crackling of timbers
from all quarters of the building.
Quickly pe aroused his wife and
family,, and finding that escape
down the stairway was cut off by
flame and smoke be lowered each
one of his loved ones to the roof of
a shed adjoining tbe building by
means of an improvised rope of
blankets. As soon as Mr. Barton
discovered the house was in flames
lie sbpnted an alarrp to Mr. Ruther
ford, his fellow tenant, who is sup
erintendent of the creamery. The
latter called to his wife and two
children, but then there was but
one passage-way from the third
floor, and escape by means of it was
cut off by fire. Mr. Rutherford
was not slow in realizing that he
and his family were in a dangerous
predicament. Several neighbors
who had heprd the noise bafl hur
ried tp the burning building in time
to see Mr. Rutherford and his
family at the windows of their
apartments. There were no ladders
in the neighborhood which could be
pressed into service of rescue, but
Mr. Rutherford’s presence of mind
diff not desert him, for wflile the
flames were gbootipg up the stair
way and cracking window panes on
the east side of tbe creamery, he
tied the bed clothing together and
lowered his wife and two children,
one by one to the ground, where
they were taken charge of by kind
neighbors. Tbe fjre was of incendi
ary origin, ana tbe destruction of
the building and contents involved
a loss of $20,000, partly covered by
insuiance.
DEATHS.

The recent death of Rev. C. U.
O. Derr, pastor of the First Re
formed church, of Spring City, is
referred tp at spme length by pur
Limerick correspondent jp this
issue.
Florence, aged 10 months, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson,
of Camden, died of marasamus
Thursday. The father of the de
parted pne is well known in this
neighborhood. The funeral was
held Monday. Interment at Mcnnonite cemetery, near Yerkes.
Ju ob Gotwals, formerly of Upper
Providence, died of pneumonia at
his hpme pear ^ansdale, Thursday.
Only a few tppnlhs ago the family
passed through the affliction of
losing their mother, and now the
sorrow of the nine surviving child
ren is much increased.
W. R. Kane, proprietor pf the
Mansion House, Phcenixviiie, who
was widely known in both Chester
and Montgomery counties, died of
pneumonia last Saturday, aged 50
years. A widow survives.
George Ozias Sr., died of pLeumonia Sunday evening at his home
at Trappe, aged 87 years and 4
days. He leaves two sons and two
daughter—John W. Ozias, of Rich
land Centre, Bucks county ; Geo.
W. Ozias, Jr., of South Vineland, N.
J. | and Mrs, Geo. W. Eckert and
Mrs. Wpj. fDiipe, at floipp. The
wife and mother died several years
ago. The funeral will be held to
day (Thursday) at 10 o’clock a. m.
at the house. Interment, private,
at Ivy Hill cemetery, near German
town, this afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Undertaker John S. Kepler, of
'frappe, will be in charge. In
former years the decease^ yag a
well known bqildeF- Dorn in Roxborough in 1810, ho went to Nash,
ville, Tenp„ while a young man,
where he did considerable work for
President Andrew Jackson, includ
ing the construction of a church
which “Old Hickory” had planned
himself. It was a pleaaure to
hear him freely converse, not
only about contemporaneous events,
but of the impressions of his earlier
years, and his rel'ergnpes fp Presi
dent Jackspn anil to Lafayet’tp as
wel} as to Southern affairs before
tbe war. were decidedly interesting.

FROM OAKS.

Sold at Public Sale.

Tom Evans has moved from
Muitzerviiie and has taken up bis
residence on Mount Pisgah.
Jacob Reaver, who has been on
the sick list, is out and about again ;
but not able to do much work.

L. M. Childs, Esq., Master, sold
at public sale last Saturday after
noon, the real estate of tbe firm of
Gristock and Vanderslice, of this
borough, comprising the large feed
house and grist mill, engine house,
engine and boiler, lumber sheds,
etc., and a frame bouse and frame
barn at Evansburg. Tbe former
valuable realty was. sold to S. M.
Moore, of Norristown, for $7,425
who, it is understood, purchased
the same for Messrs. Frank and
Harry Gristock, sons of the de
ceased member of the firm. The
property at Evansburg was sold to
Mr. G. Z. Vanderslice for $1030, a
decided bargain ; the improvements
of the same having cost j’ears ago
between four and five thousand
dollars. S. R Shupe was tbe
auctioneer.
The new firm will take possession
of the feed, lumber and coal yard
about the 15th of April.

Mr. and. Mrs. John Shull and
three daughters visited tbe home of
their nativity in Perry county, Pa.
We were wrong, should be Emma
Radcliff who had the rabbits for
sale. Call on her grandfather John
Smith, Pinetown.
For a good smoke try Bert
Smith’s Pine Town Specials.
Say, did you see my new over
coat ? I t ’s a Jim Dandy corduroy.
Mr. Joseph Brower owns a very
intelligent dog which interprets the
meaning of the compulsory educa
tion law to a considerable extent.
Don, or Smash, is a regular mash,
comes around every morning, Satur
days and Sundays excepted, to see
how many little girls are ready for
school. He barks at the door to
come in, and when they are ready
starts off with them to school ; but
does not go any farther than his
home. Its fnnny to see him trot
ting along with the girls. Hardly
necessary for the court to appoint
an officer to enforce the law. Every
dog has his day and some dogs
have two days. Charley Taylor
thinks it is not (air that he has to
pay all the dog tax while his neigh
bors who own several dogs have the
laugh on him because they do not
pay dog tax.
Mrs. Harry Cressman attended
the funeral of Walter Jones, at
Norristown, Tuesday last.
Mr. Harry Cressman and daughter
Annie visited Samuel Mains at
Merion on Sunday last.
There is a report Andy Hood will
set out about ten acres of rasp
berries. Harry Cressman, who has
experience growing raspberries for
our supervisor, will superintend tbe
planting and thinks he will get
them all planted before tbe next
Presidential election if he has no
bad luck.
This is an eventful week. St.
Patrick’s Day ; the Patron Saint of
the Emerald Isle, the Gem of the
Sea ; and it will be decided who
will be the biggest man on earth.
We do not approve of that way of
making calf’s head jelly, but if
pugilism is to become one of tbe
fine arts and come under the head
of Civil service Reform, encour
aged by State Legislation, then we
say we wish Corbett would whip.
He is du American, and is far
superior to his opponent in in
tellect.
’Squire Grover will move in Win
field Dettra’s house. Did not hear
where Dettra was going. Was talk
he would farm the Casselberry farm.
Beside the trolley there is an en
larged boom ahead for Collegeville
it is hinted. The Ferkiomen
Railroad will build a road from
Collegeville to Norristown, and
Perkiomen Junction will be aban
doned to a certain extent. Tbe
Perkiomen . R. R. should have
started from Norristown in the first
place, but railroads are most gen
erally built on tbe principle that
the longest way round is the short
est w?y home ip sleighing time. It
is six miles from Collegeville to
Perkiomen Junction and eight miles
from there to Norristown, while it
is but seven or eight miles from
Collegeville [turnpike measurement)
to Norristown. Why ride fourteen
miles to go eight ?
If the P. & R. controls thp
Lehigh Valley R. R. as reported,
passengers can go by a short route
from the Reading Terminal in Phil
adelphia to any part of the west or
northwest.
As fickle as Anarch, was illustrated
Sunday rain, hail, snow, blow, calm,
cloudy, and threatening weather,
and sunshine.
David Harvey spent last week at
Leesport, looking after some prop
erty he owns there.
■ There is a probability of tbe'
Perkiomen Brick Works starting
up shortly.
Thursday last our supervisor had
the road scraper opt and leveled
thè roads off, then went Over them
with an iron roller, ¡which made a
big improvement. If it could be
possible tbe roads could be kept
that way it would be just too nice
for. anything. No danger of getting
your patent leathers soiled or your
corduroy epat muddy driving on
such roads,
I t would be well enough not to
continually keep in the middle of
tbe road, for its a Populistic idea,
and let tbe centre rest by driving to
tbe right or left and not drive in
one ebannei as if there was no other
way ; drlye all over the road, but;
keep to the right as the law directs.
Mr. John Francis, Jr., is a public
spirited man. He has been repair
ing the sidewalk on Main street at
Oaks. As this is a gratuitous act,
it is gratuitously accepted on the
part of those who have to use the
path who go afoot.
Business is taking on a boom,
looking up as we have noticed sev
eral parties looking up dandelions
for greens. There is nothing green
in that oqtlqok to encourage any
one to invest much stock in that
business for a time yet.
A lonely fisherman can be seen
occasionally trying to entice a fish
to attack bis hook. It is March
yet, and if it is Spring to-flay, ton)orrqw it js winter : but it ha?
been so heretofore, àpd therefore
we can afford to wait.
Jacob Gotwalts, of Lansdale, was
buried at Green Treen on Monday.
All from a Barrel o f Flour.

A yermont wife made the follow?
ing froip a barrel of flour ; J5Q pies
(mince, apple, custard, etc.,) five
chicken pies, eighty • nine apple
dumplings, eleven jelly rolls, 18
cakes, twenty-four dozen ginger
snaps, sixty-seven dozen doughnuts,
twenty dozen cookies : and this
from another barrel of flour: 86
loaves of bread, 634 rolls and
biscuits, twenty-four finger rolls,
twenty pies, seven dozen cookies,
gix and ? half dozen doughnuts,
one chicken pje, three dozen popovers, twenty-five dozen griddle
cakes and six dozen flour gems.

FROM LIMERICK.

The Humane Band of Royers
ford will play in Philadelphia on
April 21.
Reuben Kern has returned to
Newkirk, Oklahoma.
Mr. Samuel R. Glase and son
spent Saturday and Sunday in
Reading.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Buckwalter
and daughter, .Mrs. John Grater,
Mrs. David Springer, Misses Stella
and Ella left last week for Florida.
Daniel Buckwalter, an old and
respected citizen of Royersford,
was buried last Saturday in Fernwood cemetery. Funeral services
were conducted by Rev. Hendricks
of Collegeville. Royersford Lodge
F. & A. M. attended in a body.
Deceased leaves a wife, two sons,
and three daughters, Messrs. Tbeo.
Buckwalter of Royersford and
Samuel Buckwalter of Philadel
phia ; Mrs B. B. Brant, Mrs. New
ton Buckwalter of Royersford, and
Mrs. Malotte of Philadelphia.
Mr. Guerney Fry, who has been
a sufferer for several months, is now
convalescent.
Tbe young men's Sunday after
noon meeting, organized by the late
Rev. C. U. O. Derr, was in charge
of Rev. J. A. Mertz. Mr. Samson,
of Ursinus College, addressed the
meeting.
Miss Emma Reifsneider of Lim
erick has been appointed organist
at St. Luke’s eburoh, Trappe, to
succeed Miss Lillian Rhoades.
The public schools of Spring
City were closed on Tuesday, owing
to the funeral of Rev. Derr, who
was President of the Board. Mr.
Derr was also the leader of the
Lowell Class, organized by the
teachers of Spring City last Fall.
On Friday last as the unexpected,
lamentable, news of the death of
Rev. C. U. 0. Derr spread, feelings
of the deepest sorrow and regret
overhung the twin boroughs. In
Spring City the sad and sudden
end of so estimable a man in the
prime of life, caused a deep gloom.
Tbe circumstances leading directly
to bis death were such as to make
the occurrence more sad. Five
weeks before his death, after having
been married but a year, his wife,
Clara Keeley Derr, died very, un
expectedly. Tbe result of this
weighed heavily upon him, and so
reduced his ability that he was un
able to rally from his final sickness.
He had been indisposed several
weeks with grip, and not until
Tuesday evening did be consult a
physician. The physician?, Drs.
Wm. Drower and Cbas. J. Brower,
diagnosed tbe case as quinsy. Des
pite all the attention and skill of
three physicians, death ensued at
11.30 a. m. Friday. The utmost
sympathy is felt for Mrs. Keeley.
Rev. Derr was a graduate of Ursinus
College, of the class of ’§8. In 1891
he was graduated at the Yale Theo
logical Seminary, taking tbe degree
B. D, Spring City Reformed church
was his first pastorate. Indefatig
able work on the part of the de
ceased, together with ambitious and
illimitable energy soon placed the
Reformed denomination of that
place in the van. The membership
has increased over 200. He was the
organizer of the Junior C. E. of that
place, was the instigator of the night
school in connection with tbe Young
Men’s Sunday Afternoon Club, and
instituted tbe entertainment course
of lectures. He was President of
the School Board. The congrega
tion, and the whole community,
deeply deplore the sad departure.
Deceased was thirty-four years of
age. Funeral took place on Tqes.
day at noon, interment being made
at East Vincent cemetery.
Miss Olof Krarer, a native Esqui
maux lady, aged 37 years, height 40
inches, lectured in Memorial Hall,
Spring City, on Tuesday evening.
This lecture was the seventh of tbe
course.
The skeptical doctor in Washing
ton who offers one hundred dollars
“for a well-authenticated case of
hydrophobia” can secure one cheaper
by tackling the right dog__New
York Advertiser.

How to Get a Public Office.
Many desirable offices are within the gift
of the new administration. Those who wish
to know what places can be had and how to
get them, can obtain this information by
sending 75 cento to Soule & Co., Washington,
D. C., for the “ U. S. BLUE BOOK,” show
ing all government offices and salaries with
Civil Service rules, sample examination
questions, etc. Under present laws women
stand an equal chance with men for posi
tions that insure a comfortable income for
life. The “Blue Book” gives complete in
struction for office seekers pf both sexes,
and is besides a valuable book of reference
much in demand.

jpURLIC SALE OF

Extra Ohio Cows!
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
MARCH 22, ’97, at Bean’s hotel, Schwenks« g W v ille, Pa., 25 extra Ohio "Cows, fresh
JKjL^with calves by their sides. Also a
lew springers. These cows are the best I
have bad for years, and the farmers and
dairymen will say so when they see them.
Don’t fail to attend this sale. Sale at one
o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.
jpURLIC SALE OF

DID YOU E V E R U SE A

Quaker Bread Paa ?
DID YOU EVER SEE ONE ?
Well, no matter If you did or did not. We
will make you a PRESENT of one, provid
ing you call soon and purchase Garden or
Flower Seeds or Bulbs; to the amount of
one dollar ($1.00) or more, and mention that
you saw this advertisement. We wish to kill
three birds with one stone.
First, we want to know if any one reads
our adv. in Mr. Moser’s valuable paper.
Second, we want to introduce Quaker
Bread Pans ; for if you use one, you will
buy more.
Third, we want you to try our Seeds and
Bulbs ; we have the best that are in the
market, and give about twice the quantity
usually given for the money.

1 .1 . Benjamin & Co.,
2 0 7 Bridge S t.,

Phoemville,

Penna.

jpURLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS !
ALSO TWO HORSES AND A LOT OF
EWES AND LAMBS.
Will he sold at public sale on MONDAY,
MARCH 22, 1897, at my residence near
«jgîWthe almshouse, 20 fresh cows from
jE_jLiCuln,:>erlanfi county. They are good
sizes, shapes, and big milkers. Come and
bid at them. Also 25 ewes and lambs—Ox
ford Down breed. I will at the same time
sell two good general purpose horses, 4 and 5
years old. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
M. P. ANDERSON, Agent.
W. M. Pierson, auct.
J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
Also 100 head of shoats weighing
from 40 to 100 pounds.
CJTRICTLY FIRST-CLANS

IOWA HORSES !
I will sell a car-load of strictly first class
Iowa Horses at public sale at the Valley
House Stables, Sklppack, on THURSDAY,
MARCH 18, 1897, by order of H. E. Mc
Collum. Among them is a chestnut
sorrel, 4 years old, a pacer, that wills
be sold to beat 3 minutes. It took*
McCollum a month to select this*
load, and they are the kind. After the west
ern horses are sold there will be a recess of
15 minutes. Then every exchange and second
class boise will be led out and sold to the
highest bidder. Sale to commence at 1
o’clock, p. m. Conditions at sale.
W..C. ROSENBERRY.
jpURLIC SALE OF

OHIO HORSES!

Wagons and H arness!
40 New Wagons ; 25 Sets of Harness ; 15
Old Wagons,
On Saturday, March 20, 1897,
At Kline’s Hotel, Limerick, Pa.
This is positively the greatest assortment
of wagons ever offered at sale. Elegant twoseat split-seat surries, new style and very
light ; new style road and spindle wagons,
12 elegant spring-back top buggies, as fine as
you ever heheld them ; lot other style twoseat wagons ; also creamery, store, milk and
market wagons. Come and see the best lot
of wagons ever offered for sale. They are
here on consignment and will positively be
sold to tbe highest bidder. This is certain.
Old wagons taken in exchange, also cjieap
horses. Harness first at 1.80 sharp.
W; H. Rosenberry Carriage Company.

L. H. Ingram, Auctioneer.

Will be sold at public, sale on SATUR
DAY, MARCH 27,1897, at the public house
of J. B. Smoyer, in Borough of Trappe, 20
Ohio Horses direct from Southern
Ohio. This load of horses consists
,of heavy draught and general pur
pose horses, ranging in age from
4 to 6 years. Among the lot are two finely
bred colts 4 years old, very fine actors,
well broken to single and double harness
and can show 3-minute gait or better. These
horses are all broken to harness, and those
in need of goad ones should come and see
my stock and he convinced that I can show
as fine a . lot of horses as has ever been
shipped east o r . west of the Alleghenies.
Please bear in mind these horses will be
sold, rain or shine ; every horse must go for
the high dollar. Horses can be seen and
handled on Thursday previous to the day of
sale. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
B. P. KERN.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. M. B. Linderman, cl’k.

p U R L IC MALE OF

HARNESS!!
Intending to remove further up town,
about April 1, I will sell at public sale on
SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1897, at my
present place of business in the Borough of
Collegeville, a variety of harness and
horse goods, as follows : 2 sets lead
hhrnegs, 1 set Yankee harness, 1 set express
harness, 1 set carriage harness, half-dozen
blindhalters, one dozen leather halters, one
dozen neck straps, pair of single lines, 2
pair double lines, 2 dozen baiter straps, 6
dozen hame straps, 6 collars, blankets, choke
straps, neck ropes, oil in bottles, etc. Here
is an opportunity to get first-class hand
made stock. Also will be sold a fallingtop
buggy, set of second-hand carriage harness
and several pair young chickens. Sale at 2
o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
GEO. W. BACH.
L. H. Ingram, auct.

Q RPH A K 8’ COURT SALE OF

REAL ESTATE !
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’
Cpurt of Montgomery County, Pa., will be
sold at public sale ou SATURDAY, MARCH
27,1897, at 2 o’clock, p. m., on the prem
ises of the late Barbara Kalas, deceased, In
Limerick township, Montgomery county,
Pa., near Fruitvtlle, the following described
real estate, to wit : All that certain messu
age and adjoining tracts of land, containing
together 9 acres and 78.699 perches, more or
less, in a good state of cultivation, with
plenty of fruit of all kinds. The improvemento consist of a two-story stone
house, containing 5 rooms and sum
mer kitchen, front porch ; part
stone and part fVame barn, with
threshing floor and stabling for 2 horses and
4 cows ; pig sty, corn crib, and other neces
sary outbuildings. Spring and well with
pump of neverfailing water near the build
ings. Conditions at sale by
WILLIAM KALAS,
MILTON T. GROSS,
Administrators of Barbara Kalas.
Rogers & Long, Attorneys, Norristown, Pa.
34
YTOTICE.
AN By reason of a change in the proprie
torship of the lumber, coal and feed business
at Collegeville on April 1, 1897, all persons
knowing themselves to be Indebted to the
present firm are urgently requested to come
forward and make settlement.
GRISTOCK & VANDERSLICE.
.
It Is a well-known fact that my dead
T
animal establishment, in Sklppack town
a k e n o t ic e

ship, will be closed on and after Monday,
March 15. However, I wish to inform the
public that I shall continue to remove dead
animals as heretofore. All messages sent by
’phone will be promptly attended to and
messages sent'by postal card will be deliv
ered at once.
GEO. W. SCHWEIKER,
8-18-4t.
Sklppack, Pa.

N o u im ,

Notice is hereby given that an appli
cation will be made to the Governor of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on Friday,
April 2,1897, by Milton O. Roberto, Frank
lin H. Bowen, Henry Moseley, Ezra Bowen
and George G. Hood, under the Act of As
sembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl
vania, entitled “ An Act to provide for the
Incorporation and Regulation of Certain
Corporation»” approved April 29, 1874, and
the supplements thereto, for the charter of
an intended corporation to be called “ ROB
ERTS MACHINE COMPANY,” the char
acter and object of which is the manufactur
ing of steam and hot water heating appar
atus and appliances, and of any article of
commerce from metal or wood or both, and
for these purposes to have and possess and
enjoy all the righto, benefits and privileges
of the said Act of Assembly and lto supple
ments.
GOWEN, HQOD & INGERSOLL,
Solicitors,
3-11
420 Walnut Street, Phila.

»URLIO SALE OF

Personal P roperty!
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
MARCH 18, 1897, on the premises of the
late Joseph Casselberry, near Oaks, Upper
Providence township, the following personal
property : Two Horses. No. 1, an excellent
bay horse coming seven years old ;
No. 2, very good on tread power or
.anywhere else. Four good^grt?
cows, two of them g r a d e £ jJ ^
Jerseys ; two-horse farm wagon, 3 in. tread ;
set of new hay ladders, 16 feet long ; market
express wagon, sleigh, springtootb, drag and
hoe harrows, plow, very good log roller,
horse rkke, hay tedder. Empire grain drill,
fertilizer attachment; horse power and
thresher, fodder cutter, grain fan, grain
cradle, scythes, forks, rakes, barn shovel,
axes, rope and tackle, cow and timber
chains, 2 ladders, cider press, half-bushel
measure, scalding barrel, dearborn harness,
stage harness, collars and blindhalters, fly
straps, sleigh bells, carriage pole, single,
double and triple trees, 2 spreaders, 400 lb.
beam, 2 muslin carriage covers, corn and
oats by the bushel, wheat straw by the ton,
lot of cornfodder, lot of hags, vinegar, Iron
kettle, grindstone, carpenter tools, sausage
cutter and stuffer, lard press, flour chest,
flower stand, milk buckets and pans, child’s
carriage, crib and cradle, four acres grain in
the ground, 2 shares of Farmers’ Market
Stock, Norristown ; 10 shares of Riverside
Cemetery Stock. Sale at 1 o’clock, p. m.
Conditions by
. SARAH CASSELBERRY,
Administratrix,
John G. Fetterolf, auctioneer.
2-25
S. Howard Yocum, clerk.
IURLIC SALE OF

Personal Property
The subscriber, about to relinquish house
keeping, will sell at public sale at his resi
dence on the ridge pike, half-mile south of
Collegeville, on THURSDAY, MARCH 25,
1897, the following personal property :—
Brownjnare, 12 years old, a perfect family
beast, fearless of steam or trolley.
One cow that produces over
,9 pounds of butter per week,
Plows, harrows, hoe harrow, double
trees, forks, rakes, 2 picks, post spade, maul
and wedges, 4 scoop and other shovels,
grindstone, saws, jump seat carriage, lot
wagon with bed and ladders, sleigh, an ex.
cellent buffalo robe, carriage pole, mowing
machine, grain cradle, timber and other
chains, 2 wheelbarrows, one wrought iron ;
vinegar hy tbe barrel, barrels, boxes, chicken
coops, grain fan, harness, plow and other
lines, lot of firewood, hay and straw, lot of
home-made bags, 2 scalding tubs, barn
baskets, chickens by the lb., lot heu manure.
Household Goods : Ingrain and rag carpet,
beds, bedding, quilts, sheets, feather beds ; 3
hard wood bureaus, solid walnut bedroom
suite, sofa, lounge, washstands, mirrors, lot
silverware, range, cook and parlor stove»,
Gem stove, copper and Iron kettles, clock,
6 cane-seated chairs, 12 Windsor chairs, 3
rockers, 3 tables—cherry, walnut, pine—ex
tension table, 10 ft. ; clothes’ horse, clothes’
wringer, cellar table, tea kettle, boilers,
pans, pots, cake and flat irons, ironing
hoard, benches, kitchen and milk cupboard,
doughtray, tubs, buckets, churn and horse,
sausage cutter stuffer, smoked pork and 200
lbs. lard, potatoes by the bushel, and many
articles not enumerated. Sale to commence
at 1 o’clock, Conditions made known on
day of sale hy
DAVID REINER,
S. R. Shupe, auct.
.
The Perkiomen aud Reading Turnpike
F
House and lot in the Borough of College.
o r sale

ville. The undersigned Is author
ized to sell at private sale said
house and lot. The lot is 61 feet 4
inches fronting on turnpike and
196 feet deep, with a two-story stone house,
30 hy 18 feet, and a well of excellent water.
Price $400.
FRANK M. HOBSON.

Â

President Cleveland will c?rry
with him into retirement the grati
tude of his countrymen. To him
is largely due tire fact that we are
Wanted on a first mortgage
o r sa le.
a farm of 86 acres of fertile land with
nor to-day a bankrupt and dishonest
Good Hungarian grass seed at $1.00 on
good Improvements. Apply at
per bushel. Apply to
people.—United States Investor.
3 11.
THIS OFFICE.

$3900

F

S-18-4t.
UDITORS’ REPORT
Of the BOROUGH OF TRAPPE, Pa.,
A
for the year ending February 27,1897 :

A

J, C. J0HN8ON,

Providence Square, Pa.

p p l e s fo r sale i

The undersigned have 100 barrels of
DR.
choice York State Apples for sale at private
sale
at
tbe feed store, Yerkes StatiouTo amount.tax collected, $1022 48
2-4
ROSENBERGER & LANDES,
“
from Joan,
800 QO-.-. j
fofal,
$1822 48
CR.
o r sa le,
$1500 will buy stock and fixtures of
Indebtedness of Borough to
old established Lumber and Coal Yard at
Township for labor and
Bridgeport, Pa , doing large and profitable
material furnished before
business. Yard will be sold or rented on
incorporation of Trappe, $ 460 18
favorable terms. Apply to
By labor and material since
J, Q. BAILEY,
incorporation,
69 71
9rl?.
909 Swede St., Norristown, Pa.
By salaries,
98 77
By printing,
6 oo
By hooks,,
6 85)
or sale.
By borough seal,
3 0b
One High Grade 20 lh. Bicycle in per
fiy Recorder’s fee,
9 75
fect condition, new tires, Messenger saddle ;
By Clerk of Courts fee,
8 00
will also give with wheel one Garford saddle
By Lumber,
5 96
and post, one set extra Spocket wheels, one
By balance of indebtedness to
extra outer aud Inner tire, Century lamp,
township,
400 36
Veeder cyclometer, bell and foot pump.
By auditors’ fees,
6 00
Apply at
16 EAST MAIN STREET,
2-4
Norristown, Pa.
Total, $1072 08
Balance in treasury,
250 40$1322 48
OO REWARD !
BESOURCES.
) l ) , $5.00 reward will fie paid (Or the
apprehension of tRe person or persons who
Balance in treasury,
$250 40
broke the street lamp near Captain Fetterolf’s
Outstanding tax,
195 70Total,
$ 446 10! place, Tuesday evening.
LIGHT COMMITTEE,
P. D. WILLIARD, )
M. H. KEELER, >Auditors.
B. W. WEIKEL, )
ET YOUR Posters Printed at
tbe Independent Office.
Attest—E. G. Brownback, clerk.

F

F

G

ANTED.
A blacksmith to do general black,
W
smithing. Single man preferred. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

ANTED.
An experienced young man to help
in store ; also a girl for general housework.
Apply to
S. K. ANSON,
3-4.
Port Providence, Pa.

W

ANTED.
Active canvassers for Free Cuba and
also Life of Wm. McKinley. Address
LOCK BOX 509, Reading, Pa.

W

.
A 7-room cottage on Maple avenue and
F
stabling for horse and cow. Rent, $80.0Q
or rent

per year. Call at

THIS OFFICE,

or rent.
A house, and a part of a bouse, la
Trappe. Apply to
A. C. POLEY,
llfeb.
Trappe, Pa.

F

.
A house, suitable for two families.
F
Apply to
A. K. HARLEY,
or rent

llfeb.

Lower Providence, Pa.

.
A farm of 106 acres. Apply to
F
8-4-St. IRVING CASSADAY, Trappe, Pa,
or rent

Oil Heaters.

KilLROADS.

DEPARTMEHT OF A&EICULTORE.

with vermin it indicates negligence
BO Y E A R 8 ’
in
some manner, either in insuffic
E X P E R IE N C E .
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Convenient, effective, economical. Not NOTES FROM THE PENNSYL ient food, filthy quarters, or con
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Sta
many dollars required to buy onel
tamination with stock that have be
VANIA EXPERIMENT
C O L L E G E V I L L E , PA-.,
tion as follows :
come
infested, which happens at
rO B P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
— MANUFACTURERS O F __
STATION.
THE
Milk..................................................6.44 a. m.
times when an animal is purchased
Accommodation...............................7.52 a. m.
and brought on the farm, and when
T R A D E MARKS»
Market............................................12.42 p. m.
GRADUATION OF TEST BOTTLES.
DESIONS»
Improved styles, plain and ornamen
Accommodation............................4 02 p. m.
lice
get
on
animals
the
loss
of
rest
COPYRIGHTS Ac.
tal, for the kitchen, the sitting room,
FO B ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS NOBTH AND
Many of tbe Babcock bottles, will alone prevent them from in PROVIDENCE
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
or
the
parlor,
at
the
right
prices.
WEST.
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
thermometers and pipettes which creasing in weight.
m.
Mail...........................................-.
confidential. Oldest agency for securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office.
m.
Accommodation..........................
are purchased from the dairy supply
----- FOR,----A mixed ration enables the farmer
P atents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special
notice in the
houses are improperly graduated. to work off many kinds of food that
INDEPENDENT
m.
Accommodation....................... ..
SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN,
SUNDAYS—SOUTH.
AMD IRON PUMPS, guaran The following method for testing may not be of value when fed alone
Efficiency, Simplicity
beautifully ""
teed to give satisfaction. Why worry such bottles is simple, rapid and
Milk.............................................. ..7 .1 2 a. m.
any sciern
$1.50 s ix i_______
_______ ____________
and all classes of stock will prefer a
along with a worn out pump when
Accommodation............ -............ . 6.13 p. m.
B o o s on P atents sent free. Address
and
Durability,
you can get a new one for a few accurate enough for all practical mixed ration to receiving one or
NOBTH.
Holds it own in the field
MUNN & CO.,
dollars.
purposes. Fill the bottle to tbe two kinds exclusively. Even straw
Accommodation........................... .. 8.25 a. m.
3 6 1 B ro a d w a y t N e w Y o rk *
Milk............................................... . 7.42.p. m.
----THEY
ARE
----zero mark of the scale with water, will be eaten and relished at timee of journalism, by contin
removing any drops that may ad when the cattle have been deprived
HELLO, WE’RE ON TOP !
uing to deserve the con
' O I L S , A c . G a s o lin e . TIN here to the neck with a strip of of it for a while.
ROOFING and SPOUTING done to blotting or filter paper. Then add
It is claimed that as the wet
order promptly. Where ?
a two cubic centimeter pipette full places are usually the richest plots fidence of its readers.
of water to the test bottle. If the on the farm, they will pay the cost
of BUSINESS, Incorp.,
Norristown, Pa.
bottle is properly graduated the of drainage in two or three seasons
Those who have read Communicate with us be
N IN TH COLLEGIATE YEAR.
Home-Made Bread
water added will fill it to the ten Whether this is true or not wet
1A PROGRESSIVE SCHOOL,
Near
PERKIOMEN
BRIDGE.
per
cent.
mark.
If
the
water
comes
fore
placing
your
order
for
WITH PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS,
places should never be allowed to the INDEPENDENT for
FOR PROGRESSIVE TIMES.
two-tenths of a cent or more above exist on any farm.
a heater elsewhere.
We secure desirable positions for \
or
below
the
ten
per
cent,
mark
the
1a greater per cent, of our pupils than <
Try a Nice Pie ; some Cream Puffs. Our
The farmer should live within his tw enty years will tell you
• any other school.
T.ayer Cake, at 15c. per pound, is fine.
bottle should be destroyed. In means and incur no debts if it is
No matter how small or
ICE OR?.AM, any flavor, every day in the
E. L HALLMAN, President.
vear. Brick Form a specialty. Let us Bake
A. J. SCHISSLER, M. A., Principal. I
When in Norristown, Pa., making this test always read from possible to avoid them, but be can th at it does its level best large your requirements are,
your Wedding Cake.
the lowest point of the curve formed have a good living from the farm if
we can meet them.
STOP AT THE
by tbe surface of the water on a he will determine to buy no articles to advocate right and
We Are Up-to-Date Caterers.
level with the eye.
that be can produce himself. Tbe oppose wrong !
ADDRESS US:
Pipettes for the above purpose home market (the one owned by
No other firm ever did or ever will show you as large an assortment in
can be ordered by residents of the farmer) is to be supplied first,
Clothing as we do at snch low prices.
Royersford, - - Penna.
(Opposite Court Hcuse).
It won’t always please
Pennsylvania through the Experi and the farm that does not contain
Fresh From the Factories, now
1ST CALL AGAIN.
----0O0---ment Station at a cost of 35 cents a variety, and also provide an abun
on Exhibition at the
you ; it can’t always
each in advance.
dance, has not been properly util
I ^ ~ First-class Aeeommodations for Man
Harvey K. Moyer
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Common dairy thermometers are ized. Tbe profit is mostly in mak please you any more than
and Beast.
liable to be several degrees in error ing the farm richer and more valu
8tabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. and should always be compared able every year. ■
you can always please
Both English and German spoken.
with a standard instrument before
Weigh or measure all the food al
using. Correct thermometers for lowed and the cost of keeping the yourself.
And Dealerin
We are new prepared to offer
----0O0---the best
this
purpose, as well as standard animals will be known. If this can
our customers goods at prices
P.
K.
G
able,
Proprietor.
milk
and
cream
pipettes,
test
bot
newer before heard of.
not be done each day let it be done
If you are not a reader
Time is approaching when thought turns toward buying B e e f , V e a l & M u t t o n .
tles, etc., can also be ordered in bulk, and note the length of time
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
Confirmation
Outfits. W e are better prepared to meet the wants Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on
WM. D. VALENTINE, through the Station on terms uamed during which the food was con of the INDEPENDENT,
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
of the Catechumens this year than ever. W e have made a pur of each week. Thankful to the public for
market, and are well worth inspection.
in Bulletin 33.
sumed. A few experiments only
past favors he invites continued patronage.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
M. E . M cD onnell .
PROPRIETOR OF
will prove valuable in adding to the become one, and give it a chase of special values in Boys’ Black Clay Worsted Suits, 16 Highest cash price paid for calves.
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
3sap.
HARVEY K. MOYER.
knowledge of how to feed most
ounces to the yard, suitable for all seasons, worth $10.00 at $6.50.
fair, intelligent t r i a l !
SPRING WORK ON THE
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
economically.
W e are about winding up the Fall Stock o f Suits and OverOak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
FARM.
It is useless to attempt to force
finest.
Then
your
judgm
ent
will
coats
that come from the best and most reputable concern and
The earlier the spraying begins any kind of food on an animal. A
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lonnges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
never were sold for less than $7.50 to $8.50 to make room for our
the better. If it can be done be cow may be compelled to eat some tell you all about it.
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
fore tbe buds open many insects thing that she does not desire, but
Spring Stock, which is arriving daily.
W e put a quick selling
NORRISTOW N, PA.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
will be reached that are safe if the she will fall off in her flow of milk.
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
If you are a reader, ask price on them—
spraying is delayed. Paris green It is necessary, therefore, to ob
and Tea Sets.
$ 5 . 0 0 .
and London purple may be serve their individual peculiarities
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
your friend or neighbor
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Old and New Patrons cordially received. used freely on insects, and will not and supply them with whatever
Watch our prices in Spring announcement. W e are lower
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Ingrain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair Ample accommodations for man and beast. injure the trees if a small propor they prefer. What may be a deli to do as you are doing. than ever.
at 32 cents.
tion of lime is added to the water. cacy to one may be repugnant to
Terms reasonable. Make the Hartranft
Picture Frames made to order.
Kerosene emulsion is efficacious for another.
You can certainly never
oooooooooooooo
Great Slaughter In Priees ?—For
Pigs farrowed in March will over
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell House your headquarters when in town.
tbe San Jose scale and for lice, but
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
take the fall pigs in growth if they lose anything by doing a
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
it should be mixed as to have the are kept under shelter, and in a
Make your selections early, while stock is
ing harness in the next 30.days may have the
^COLLEGEVILLE-^
ingredients thoroughly complete as warm place. By giving them extra
complete.
good thing.
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
an emulsion without any free kero care from now until May they will
Repairing and upholstering attended to
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
promptly.
get
a
good
start
and
grow
rapidly
sene.
A D V ER TISER S OF FACTS,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
ready for market.
All goods delivered free.
The cost of fertilizers and ma until
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
The INDEPENDENT
It is from young fowls that most
trade a specialty,
Car or Toll Fare Paid to Purchasers.
nures cannot easily be compared, as eggs come and most profit is made.
John L. B ech tel,
Pottstown, Pa.
the condition of the . manure, the Pullets of last year’s growth will believes in honest goods,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
W . E JOHNSON,
distance to be hauled, and the man lay more the coming six months
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PAner in which it has been kept, con than in any other equal length of honest money, honest
3STO
U S E
time
during
their
lives.
It
is
true
trol the cost. It does not pay to that the 2-year-old hens will pro purposes and h o n e s t
haul manure that is mostly straw to duce eggs best for breeding, but
Main and DeKaib Sts., Norristown, Pa.
a distant field, as its value may not beyond this age, except with tbe action.
be equal to the cost of the labor of very choicest fowls, there is greater
I C ures F ever.
JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer. No.
To Make an Old Sewing
loading, hauling and spreading, profit to dispose of them and re
No.
2
“
W o rm s .
Subscribe
for
the
IN
place with pullets. There is some
Machine Do.
Tbe advantage in its favor is that doubt whether the very old fowl
No. Q
“
I n f a n ts ’ D iseases.
PAYS 8 PEE CENT, Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2_ PEE
___ ______
____
_
CENT. Interest on Active
Amounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Eeoeiver” Agent and in No. 4
“
D ia rrh e a .
R. H. GRATER, P ro p ’r. the farmer does not have to pay out kept because choice bred will pro DEPENDENT. $ 1 . 2 5 all
trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toEe&l
cash for it, but it ii better to pay duce as good pullets for laying as per year in advance !
“
Coughs.
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Bents Boxes in burglar proof vaults" No. 7
Send for book with full explanations.
“
r
they
would
from
eggs
laid
at
their
mdney for fertilizer and thus in
No. 8 C u res N e u ra lg ia ,
Don’t forget the best wagons are the cheap crease the crops if tbe manure is not best for egg production.
Time is W asted,
No. 9
“
H e ad ach e,
Business Established 1857.
Incorporated 1889. No. IO
est every time. For material, style and of tbe best quality.
“
D yspepsia.
W ork N ot H alf Done,
UAPITAU, $250,000.
No.
11
“
D
elayed P erio d s.
Patience Worn Out. finish we claim our work equal to any of the
Radishes are not desirable unless
same price.
No. 12
“
L e u c h o rre a .
2S2S
The
Albertson
Trust
and
Safe
Deposit
Co.
crisp. They are very hardy, and
No. 13 C u re s C roup.
Cor. Rain and Swede Sts., Morristown, Pa.
As an advertising med
HEW DESIGNS A SPECIA LTY the seed can be put in early. To When you take Hood’s Fills. The big, old-fashi
Nd,
1-4
S k in Diseases.
President,
GEORGE
W.
ROGERS.
:
Vice-President,
ABNER
U.
HOWARD.
get good radishes the ground must loned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to ium the I N D E P E N 
Treasurer, WILLIAM E. ALBERTSON.
T T S I3 S T G
No. 15
‘‘
R h e u m a tis m .
pieces, are not in it with Hood’s. Easy to take
Have several jobs under way. Call and
be rich and fine, as to make them
see them.
DEPOSITS OF ffOSiKV RECEIVED ON INTEREST.
No. 10
“
M alaria.
grow as rapidly as possible.
DENT
occupies
a
front
PER
CENT. Interest paid on De- I O PER CENT. Interest paid on De No. 19
“
C a ta rrh .
Very large stock of best quality of wheels
posits payable with Check on Ten X i
posits subject to Check on Deand wheel material on hand.
One of tbe best vegetables grown
Days’ Notice.
I
mand.
No. 2 0 C u res W h o o p in g C ough
place in the procession.
No. 21
“
A sth m a .
Buys and Sells Stocks, Ronds, Mortgages, Notes or Obligations.
The most reliable shop for repainting in is kale ; yet it is neglected as a and easy to operate, is true
the county.
Bates furnished upon ap Accepts Trusts.
garden crop. It comes early and of Hood’s Pills, which are
“
G e n era l D ebility.
Becomes Security for Persons Holding Positions of Trust. No. 2 4
*11
I I I
“ , S ea-S ickness.
Repairing of all kinds promptly attended provides “greens” before cabbage. up to date in every respect.
Trust investments kept separate and apart from other resources of the Company No. 20
plication.
certain and sure. All ■
I I I
Especial care takeu of investments left for collection of income ; and rents collected on NP- 27
to.
“
K id n e y D iseases.
In the market it is rapidly salable, Safe,
real estate of adjacent property.
druggists. 25c. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
No. 28 C u re s N e rv o u s Debility.
Have now In stock
New Light and brings a fair price. On clean The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Market Wagon ; One Man Open Buggy, in
No. 3 0
“
U r in a r y D iseases
good order; Leather Top Bupgy, End land tbe seed may be broadcasted,
-F O R ir O T J R No. 32
H e a r t Disease,
Spring, nearly new.
but if there is danger from weeds,
No. 3 4
“
S o re T h ro a t.
it is better to sow the seed in rows
THE TERRIBLE RESULTS
No.
77
w
Colds a n d Grip.
of
self-abuse,
the
humiliating
conditions
of
1
and use the wheel hoe.
1 impotenov, the misery of sleeplessness and ”
I)ii. I I u m ph ek y s ’ H o m e o pa th ic M anual
, the wretched condition of the system result* i
All
kinds
of
Job
Work
&
1 ing from Blood Poison and Private Diseases
-IN—
A good cow usually brings a fair
o r D isea ses M JI l e d F e e e .
i are successfully treated and cured by
r
Small bottles of pleasant pellets, fit the vest
price, but she must be known as
executed
in
a
satisfactory
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent prepaid upon
Collegeville, Pa.,
receipt of price, 35 cents, except Nos. 28. and 83
such. A cow with a pedigree will
are made $1.00 size only, Humphreys’ Modimanner at the r i g h t
D EA LEB S IN
cine Company, 111 William St., New York.
always be preferred, because the
P L A IN AND A R T IS T IC DESIGNS,
Below CallQwhiU 8t. ,
prices at the
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock pedigree is an evidence that she is
P H IL A D E L P H IA , PA.
HUMPHREYS*
from good stock, and can be relied
who for thirty years has been effecting *
-GO TOmiraculous cures.
<
W I T C H HAZEL OIL
upon to excel in production and
LUM BER,
AFTER ALL OTHERS FAIL ,
"THE PILE OINTMENT.”
consult this greatest living specialist. Office i
also
produce
calves
that
will
be
of
hours,
daily
and
Sundays,
from
9
A.
M.
to
I
*
For Piles—E x te r n a l o r In te rn a l. B lind or Bleedings
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
P.
M.
and
o
to
0
evenings.
Call
o
r
send
for
<
F
is
tu
la
in
A n o ; Itc h in g o r B leeding o f 1jh& K.e£tmru
some value in tbe future.
book on Errors of Youth, mailed free In
re lie f is im m e d ia te —th e c u re c e rta in .
plain wrapper.
All work guaranteed and prices the lowest; call and be convinced. TPhe
R IC E , 60 OTS.
T R IA L S IZ E , 35 CTS-.
SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
The best way to make manure, or
Sold by D ru g g ists, o r s e n t p o st-p a id o n re c e ip t o f p rice .
Collegeville,
Pa.
add
substances
to
the
manure
heap,
HU3IP1IBBYS’ MED. CO., I l l A 1 1 8 W illiam S t , KJCW YORK
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
is through the body of an animal.
Easy to Operate, Beautiful Stitcher,
RAILS.
QME M USERV 8TO<K.
Anything that can be utilized for H
Adapted to all kinds of Material,
-" •C E O . W. B A C H »
Tbe
is agent for Jos. W.
L e h i g h a n d Schuylkill food should be given the stock. Thomas undersigned
Up-to-date Improvements.
& Sons, Nurserymen of King of
The manure will be in better condi Prussia, Pa., and is ready to fill all orders
for
arness
aker I:
tion when made by the animals than
H . E . B R A N D T , P rop rietor.
when added to the heap and decom Fruit, Shade and Ornamental Trees,
(Successor to D. T. Bqckwfilter.)
Evergreens, Grape Vines, and every variety VTOTICE I
posed therein.
of Small Fruit. Hardy, vigorous trees and -LX Threshing and feed cutting done at
No one should attempt to prune a vines at low prices. Call on or address
short notice and upon reasonable terms by
THEO. M. CASSELBERRY,
JOSEPH UMSTAD, Oaks, Pa.
tree who has had no experience in
In thfi Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures,
Ironbridge P. O., Pa.
19no5m, 16jy.
such work, especially when cutting Montgomery County, Pa.
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING. &c..
promptly executed.
back young trees, as the first two
years’
work
of
pruning
is
the
most
All stock on hand, including: Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at
G O A L. - - C O A L . important of all.
a sacrifice to make room for new work.
Ball Bearing and Rotary Motion
V IL L E , - - PEN N A.
are special features.
Plow deep for peas, and sow tbe
ROYERSFORD, PA. C O L L E G E -----oOo----— in —
PRICES SEDUCED H. E. BRANDT, Write for a catalogue showing
seeds of several varieties, so as to
Full Line o f Hand-made and
-----AT----our different styles of woodwork.
Com, « Bran, « Middlings, have them in succession. The
Factory Harness on Hand.
Agents wanted.
: Davis’ Blacksmith Shop:
dwarf varieties are tbe earliest, and
OATS, L IN S E E D M EAL,
HORSE GOODS IN V A R IE T Y .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the later tall-growing kinds may re
Blankets, whips, brushes, combs, etc.
AND GAKE MEAL. quire sticking ; but the standard
Four new shoes, any style or shape, put

ROBERTS MACHINE COMPANY,

P a ten ts

Stoves.

C u cu m b er
Paints,

SS1ISSLER COLLEGE!

UNEXCELLED

A. K. HDNSICKER’S,

Is the B E S T !

S P R IN G G O O D S , R A M B O H O U S E ,

3 CONFIRMATION £

Furniture Warerooms!

Eartranft Bouse,

3® H WEITZENKORNS

Carriage-Works!

Tiie Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital i $250,000

T R Y IN G

HUMPHREYS’

It Is lo t ECOIOIY.

N o G rip e

All This is Avoided by

The New No. 9

m

Hood’s

3

“

CEMETERY WORK II

M arble 5 Granite,

DR. lo b b

INDEPENDENT OFFICE,

H. L, SAYLOR,

COLLEGEYILLE, PA.

Enterprise - Warble - Works. H

i

M

Monuments, Tombstones,0F IT a f or G u S Aii MAR'

F L O U R ,

Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHN S. KEPLER,

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harri
son's Town and Country Paint,—second to
none in the market. Also Harrison’s Rough
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint
for barns and fencing.

varieties are the most prolific and
afford a greater number of pickings.
The dwarf varieties may be planted
in succession, if preferred, but peas
should be planted during tbe cool
months.
It is doubtful if a farmer can
grow too much clover. If it occu
pies the land it effects an improve
ment, and it brings a higher price
than many other crops. No farm
ever deteriorated in fertility where
clover has been made a special crop
every year.
Sassafras is a nuisance in tbe
*5 F U R N IS H IN G SI: field, and when it gets securely en
trenched it will require grubbiug to
remove it. Keep it down, for if it
gets a start it will entail quite an
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
expense to remove it.
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
Lice seldom attack thrifty ani
the most careful and painstaking attention.
22au.
mals. When an animal is infested i

Undertaker Embalmer JO O L. BECHTEL,
T R A P P E , PA.

My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel enconraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
IS P Will meet trains at all Stations.' Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9 5

B ® -9 9 C .

FOOTWEAR

Wieder & Wilson Maniifact’i i Co.
1312 C hestnut S t.,

In Styles, Qualities and Low Prices

Undertaker «* Embalmer

We Aim to be in the Lead!

on for 99 cents.
4-16

Stop Naturally!

------ o-----Large invoice of the best made Fall and T^EAD ANIMALS REMOVED.
Winter Shoes in the market jnst received
from the factories. Gents and Ladies will
find here just what they are looking for, and
parents can fit out their boys and girls with
school or other shoes, with us, and saye
money. Our specialties : Opera, Square,
All calls promptly attended to. Tele
and Pointed Toe Shoes. Give us a call.
phone messages paid Don’t send orders by
letter. Send orders by Postal Card or
H. M. FULM ER,
Telephone which will be delivered at
once. Highest prices paid for old horses, fat
32 W . Main St., Norristown, Pa. hogs, etc. Horses killed in 10 seconds or less.
Will give 5 gallons of light or dark oil to the
person from whom I receive the fattest
animal between August 1 and April 1, next.
Also 5 gallons of oil to the person from
whom 1 receive the most stock in the same
time.
GEO. W. SCHWEIKER, Skippack, Pa.
: A x t ,® g r e a s e

R

h

ä

Yon Don’t Have
to Swear
off!
91

Who can think

of some simple
WAanted-An
Idea thing
A
to patent?
Protect your ideas; they may bring you wealth.

Write JOHN WBDdERBuRN & CO.. Patent Attor
neys. Washington, D. C.,for their $1, ^ - . offer
and list of two hundred Inventions v

TOBACCO HABIT CURE.
<3p b u y and tr y a b o x tQ=day, It
c o sts o n ly $1. Yoqp gum d ru ggist
e
gu a ra n tee a euro or m o n ey refunded. Booklet, w ritten gu aran tee o f cure
fi'Qd Sam ple free. A d d ress n ea rest office.
THE STERLING
REMEDY CO.,
C H IC A G O .
u rtu T B c * ,
...I
------1

W RIG H T'S*
For all B ilious and N ervous | H | f l I I *
D iseases. They p u rify the
■ ■ lm
B lood and give H ealthy
| |
|
action to the entire system. |
■ ■■■■ M l

Cure D YSPEPSIA, HEADACHE,
C O N S TIP A TIO N and _P IM P L E S .

P A T E NTS,
makes
th e n erves
strong, and
brings b a c k
th e fe e lin g s o f
y o u th to th e p re
m atu rely o ld m an.
It resto res lo s t vigor.
Y ou m a y g a in ten
pounds in ten d ays.

guaranteed

z e r

▼ I t s w e a rin g q u a litie s a re u n su rp a s s e d , a c tu a lly o u t1la s tin g t h r e e boxes of an y o th e r b ran d . N o t af> fee te d by h e a t. 0& *G -et t l i e G e n u i n e *
*
F O R S A L E BY A L L D E A L E R S . + + +

All harn ss guaranteed for one year.
Repairing of harness, trunks and
valises promptly attended to.
The renovation of old harness a specialty.

J. E. DAVIS.

M O NTREAL, CAN.

fiAQHARFTQ
V H w V H IIk I v

NEW YORK.

candy cathartic euro constipation. Purely vegetable, smooth and
easy, sold by druggists everywhere, guaranteed to cure.- Only ioq,

Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
Patent Business conducted for MODERATE
FEES. Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
ness in less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise if patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients in
your State, county, o; town. Address
C. A. 8NOW & CO.,
OoiwOte
t
Ws.t>triton. T> o ,
v r o R i t i s r o w si h e r a l d b o o k
-*-v BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging,. Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

